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Foreword

AFTER many congressional committee hearings, the 85th Congress
concluded that the Nation's educational program as a whole had a

serious imbalance. In fact, the Congress considered this imbalance
to be of sutzagnitude as to affect the national security. Their de-
liberations resulted in the passage of the National Defense Education
Act, to be administered by the U.S. Commissioner of Education.

One of the educational areas found by the Congress to he in need of
strengthening, in order to help strengthen the national defense, was
the area of mathematics. Many other national groups, in addition
to the Congress, have realized the need for improving the school mathe-
mtics program. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
for example, has published yearbooks on the unifying themes in
mathematics. The May 1959 Bulletin of the National Association of
Secondary School Principals devoted itself to the theme, "New De-
velopments in Secondary School Mathematics." The National Sci-
ence Foundation has financed the School Mathematics Study Group
in its preparation of sample textbooks for grades 7--12. Other na-
tional foundations, too, have financed the writing of experimental
materials for school mathematics Thus, a local school has many
sources from which to select new materials for the improvement of
its mathematics courses.

The key to the improvement of any courses in the school curricu-
lum is obviously the teacher. In this connection, as regards the high
school mathematics curriculum, certain questions arise : Do the teach-
ers need inservice education for the new improved courses V What
inservice education programs are now in progress? How are school
administrators helping in these programs ?

To seek information on these and kindred questions was the purpose
of the conference called by the U.S. Office of Education at Washington,
D.C., on March 17, 18, and 19, 1960. More than 50 persons partici-
pated in the conference and contributed to its success. This publics-
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VI FOREWORD

tion pre9ents the formal papers that were given and also a n summary
of the work fitImion delibe,rations and panel discu&iions. It is being
published with the hope that penxins interftAed in the improvement
of fool matlialmatics will find specific suggmtions applicable to their
own schools.

The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics tsare4 in the
responsibilities of planning and financing the conferenco and also will
sham in the credit for wh_atever educational results acvrutl. Gratitude

ex-prweed to all who took Rail in the confe_renm Th r names and
identifimtians will be found in appendix F.

J. DAN littul
Dlyetar 1n th Or-
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E. GIXI% N FLATIMATON
A Commi4_sioner,

of State afti
A.001 Syst;ms.



of the taitererte

CPACE MISSILES are only symbols of the great exploksion of Rcien-
tific knowledge of the Smith century. One of the mast Important

factors contributing to this explosion is the revolutionary advance in
both the development and the use of mathematics.

Not only are new requireme_nts being placid on mathematics in the
fields of phyairs, chemistry, and engineering; but in other fields math-
ematics is being put to new and even more astonishing 118(t3.

The biolwist is applying mathematical theory to the study of inher-
itanc4i industry is aging mathematics in scheduling production and
distribution ; the social EiCielltift is using ideas from modern statistics*
the psychologist is using mathematics of game theop7. In fact, the
logic of mathematical models shows promise as the basis for develop-
ing teac-hing machinws for all areas of knowledge. The new uses of
mathematics require less manipulation of formulas and equations, but
greater underaanding of the-stfucture of mathematics and mathemat-
ical systems. There is lei emphasis on human computation that can
be donebby mathines, and more emphasis on the contruction of mathe-
matical models and symbolic representation of ideas and relationships:
likvause.of theme new uses, mathematics is being firmly woven into the
fabric of the national cultum The Tole of mathematics is not only to
grind out answers to engineering problems, but to produce mathemat-
ical models (prototype8) that forecast the outcome of social trends and
even the behavioral changes of a group. Such important new uses
and interpretations of mathematics require that students have a pro-
gram with a greater depth than the classical program designed for
19th-century education. Thee demands of society require a thorough
revision of our present secondary school mathematics curriculum.

Pm** Now hilemy

T he School Alathinatics Study Group (SM SG) .---For the first time
in the hiftory of education in the United States more than a hundred
college mathematicians iind seoondary school teachers together have
planned and written sample textbooks for grades 7 to 12. These
textbooks have been tried out in many types of schools under compe-
tent teachers especially trained for the new task. The project was
financed by the National Science Foundation
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The textbooks may be purchased from the director of the project,
E. G. Begle, Drawer 2502A, Yale Station, New Haven, Conn.

The University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics
(U ICSM)..----Since 1951, the committee has carried on a strong pro-
gram of study and experimentation in the improvement of school
mathematics. Many schools have tried out the instructional mate-
rials and have thereby assisted in their development. Textbooks and
teachers manuals for the first 2 years of the UICSM curriculum may
be purchased from the University of Illinois Press, Urbana. These
materials include the subject matter found in first-year algebra and
plane geometry.

The Commission on Mathematics (CEEB)EB).----This commission of
the College Entrance Examination Board, established in 1955 and
composed of mathematicians and high school teachers, has made
recommendations for major improvements in the secondary mathe-
matics curriculum. The Commission has issued publications which
may be had by writing to the College Entrance Examination Board,
Educational Testing Service, Box 592, Princeton, N.J.

The University of Maryland Mathematics Project (UMMP).
The project has thus far concentrated on mathematics in the junior
high school. Published materials may be purchased from Dr. John
R. Mayor, University of Maryland, College Park, Md.

Ball State Teachers College Mathematics Program.This experi-
mental program provides new material in algebra and geometry.
Published materials can be obtained by addressing Dr. Charles
Brumfiel, Ball State Teachers College, Muncie, Ind.

Boston College Series.Under the supervision of the Reverend
Stanley Bezuszka, S.J., materials are being planned for grades 8-12
in the Boston College Mathematics Series. The emphasis is on the
structure of mathematics approached from the historical point of
view. Inquiries about the program should be sent to Reverend
Bezuszka.

Secondary Sqhool Curriculum Coingnittee.---The committee, under
the direction of Frank B. Allen, was appointed by the National Coun-
cil of Teateherq. of Mathematics to study the mathematics curriculum
and instruction in secondary schools with relation to the needs of con-
temporary society. The committee report, entitled "The Secondary
Mathematics Curriculum," and special reports such as "The Super-
visor of Mathematics: His Role in the Development of Mathematics
Instruction," may be purchased from the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematici.

Other Project..--In. addition to the projects specifically identified
above, many local 'find State experiments and studies are underway.
For example, a survey'of AL randomly selected sample of one-fifth of
the public secondary schoois revealed that 40 percent of the schools'
administrators were planning to revise the mathematics curriculum.
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Recount, lid Maps

Changes Acommended by the various groups would-
1. Include the elementary concepts and language a sets.
2. Teach a more refined concept of function.
3. Strengthen tile logical development of geometry.
4. Present in plane geometry some of the elements of analytic geometry

and solid geometry.
5. Modernize the vocabulary of elementary algebra.
6. Study inequations as well as equations.
7. Stress understanding rather than manipulation.
8. Cultivate an understanding and appreciation of the structure of

mathematics.

Tudors' Need for hawk* Education

Many educators are realizing that inservice education is a continu-
ing need for all teachers if they are to remain abreast of new develop-
ments in subject matter and teaching methods.

For example, the School Mathematics Study Group realized that
high school teachers in the SMSG experimental centers needed specific
training for teaching topics newly incorporated into high school
curriculums. A college teacher was assigned to work with the teach-
ers once a week.

The University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics
attaches so much importance to inservice education dist up until the
time its materials were released (1959), it did not permit any teacher
to participate in its project until he had spent from 2 to 8 weeks in
preparation under its supervision (on various campuses) . While the
instructional material was being experimented with, supervisors were
assigned to visit participating teachers during the school year and to
assist them in the new type of teaching.

Wrest PrOVIIIIS

A questionnaire sent by one of the conferees to more than 100 of
the large colleges indicated that 62 percent were giving inservice
education courses on the campus and 40 percent in various adjacent
school systluns. Only 18 percent of the college institutes were paid
for by the college and were free to the teacher. These institutes were
of short duration, like the 1-day institutes at Northwestern University,
University of Illinois, and Western Washington College of Education.
Institutes for the reeducation of mathematics teachers have been spon-
sored by foundations and industries, including the National Science
Foundation, the Ford Founetion, Shell Oil Co., General Electric Co.,
and the Camille and Henry yfus Fund.
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Moro than half of the colleges indicated that they did provide
consultative help to teachers upon request.

More than half of the States had held conferences on the
education of mathematics teachers. About the same percentage
published brochures or booklets.

In about half of the 1211arge schools studied groups of mathematics
taw/107 were organized to study the =dramatics program. TV
programs at Buffalo, New York City, Denver, and Chicago haveibeen
used for teacher inservice education.

About one-third of the schools had organized an inservice education
course which consisted of a college level class to introduce the new
concepts in mathematics to the teacims

bum kw Maga 1 the Ihissatics

The subject matter of mathematics is militantly growin& not only In the
area of advanced mathematics, but also in the area a elementar7
matiwimatim.

2. Fatheenatics today Is being called an to meet a wide variety ot needs
which we bad not dreamed at a few years ago.

& The emphasis in magmatic' hi changing significantly : It is moving
away from human computation to an understanding Auld construction of
symbolic reiniesentatkin of factixis that relate to attend& or social
situatims.

4. New mathematical Ideas, language, and symbolism are being Introduced
to give better unchwitanding at the subject.

5. There Is growing realisation of the mid for better artkulation between
eccmclary mathematics and college mathematics.

& These Is a new awareness that some oe the nisitheanatics qaw being
taught in high scboois Is oboist* and should be replaced by more sir

t subject matter.
I. A limber of edwational experiments havi ikenonstrated the feasibility

and advantages at teackin am tookd in high school inatheauties
courses.

8. Severed national groups of educiktors have made detailed studka at pow
Bible curriculum changes, giving sped* recommendadoms.

lisip Era isissi Aidisiars
The amferees reported many ways in which tio seooidary school

administrators are helping backers to upgrade tlKdr profeeskmal
ocinpettece. ,gone of these ways are bridy &sorbed Wow:

aneotWafe bothers to read and *eft kin is steam lakthelliallik.
iseasples: Oust Imbed provided a lint it ate: Weft wl&k amid be
obtained through a dal*, tdePholis request. Niagara Vas Mile
Mods, NMI provides giredamdesal library tar embers sad eseeur
Wu Mom to read and study thease beaks.

II
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2 Develop a cooperative in education program between the public
schools and a college or university in the area. Boample: The Dallas
Public School System has such a cooperative arrangetnent with the
Southern Methodist University. The public schools 4 of Syracuse, N.Y.,
and Syracuse University are also cooperating in this manner.

& Provide the mammary funds to piky teachers to work on curriculum ma-
terials during the per moats Beesteple: The Eugene, Oreg., public
school system is operating such a wogram.

4- encourage teachers to visit classes in echoolt where the new materials
in mathematics are being taught. Substitute teachers should be pro-
vided by the administration. Bosstple: The Tucson, Aria., public
school system is providing this kind of encouragement and assistance
to its teachers.

5. Set up salary scletiles which provide am:ex:peate increases for teach-
ers who completeadditional college courses in the subject matter a
their teaching field.

6. Make provisions in tixt regular school budget for financing a continuous
inservice education program.

7. Arrange the school schedule to allow teachers, on released Hese, to par-
ticipate in seminars, curriculum study groups, professional ceiganisa-
tica meetings, and teacher inservice programs. One administrator a
a large school systen emphasised this point by stating : "It Is our feel-
ing that to reach all the mathematics teachers, we will have to provide
inaervice educatkm on school time."

a Encourage local Industrial organisations and philanthropic agewies to
sponsor inservice educaticeal programs. Beamples: The Timken Roller
Bearing Co. at Centel, Ohio, paid 50 permit of the eipenses incurred
by local mathematics teachers in attending summer see/dons at college.
The local industries d Dayton, Ohio, paid for an 8-week Institute for
local teachers.

9. Encourage mathematics teikehers to join their professional associations,
both in mathematics and In general education.

10. Amnia teachers to develop professionally by encouraging them to take
an active part in experimental matimmatios. programs.

11. Organise a matimimatics curriMuns study committee consisting of teach-
era from various grade levels. This would help to provide continuous
development thee basic unifying concepts of mathematics.

It Engage well-qualliled consultants to assist the local mathematics cur-
riculum committee in their study of the total school mathematics pro-
gram

1/1. Provide a teachers' reading and conference sown with books= modern
mathematics and the new emus materials.

14. Encourage the development of appropriate correspondence courses in
ma dot tomboy. Bach State department of education may
assist (ni more of the colleges in the State to develop such courses
cameral:1*7
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Addresses

'mote Address

Prams Mk=
Prom Address

re*

Although the conference sponsors are responsible; for some necessary
condensing of the following three addresies, the concipsions and interpre-
tations are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the views
d the eonference sponsors.
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TIM MMUS

Mathematics is recognized as that high school subject which con-tributes most to the education of a future engineer or scientist. Infact, if a student is not already good in mathematics before he leaveshigh school, college mathematics can do little to help him becomeeither one or the other. True, it can add to the competence of astudent who has already achieved some mathematical mastery, butit can retrieve for the engineering and science professions very fewstudents who have failed to get a good mathematics education inhigh school. Thus it is that junior aid senior high school teachersare perhaps the key persons in building the foundation& for ournational scientific and technological strength.
In the United States a student takes up the calculus for the firsttime around age 19if he takes it up at all. In Europe, by contrast,a student begins the subject at age 18 or 17, and it is not unusual tofind a bright one beginning it at age 14. To be sure, we. try to teachthe calculus to a larger percentage of (mr school population, but thefact remains that our theoretical scientists are delayed at least 2 yearsin getting to this essential tool subject.
Physicists who have been working in the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology Physical Science Study Group have a feeling that uni-versity mathematicians in the United States do'snot as a whole favorthe idea of having the calculus started in high school. The reasonthat these mathematicians don't want to see the calculus taught there,at this time, is that so few of the present high school mathematicsteachers are canpetent to teach the subject. In many cues the latterwould do more harm than good were they to attempt to teach it.On the other hand, the reason that the university physics teachersdemand it is that they cannot advance the study of physics unlessthe students coming to them already have Mme knowledge of the
calculus. Again, to keep our place in this world we must have a
substantial number of our students beginning the serious study ofphysics in high school. Indeed, we probably have to expect them todo at least 2 years of high school physics. There is no reason tobelieve that the students lack intellectual capacity or lack interest.The main trouble is that they lack mathematical preation.

We have cam to one of those times when the curriculum must be
cleaned up. We must remove the deadwood, keep the substantial
body of old mathematia whose value is ageless, but express it in a
more precise and more powerful language and effect intalleatual
economies in the way it is learned and handled so thatws can introduce
those new ideas which are more valuable than the deadwood we remove:
It has always been the history of intellectual progress that this sort
of acceleration by economizing and simplifying things has enbkd
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poorly qualified third, even though they educate a large percentage ofthe 4udEnt population. Schools in the socially decadent areas oflarge cities also probably have a share of the poorly qualified mathe-matics towhees, km* in thaw areas juvenile delirvmmy makes life
intolerable for a teacher wall elm& qualified to find a job in morePleasant surroundings.

Now, if we examine the mans at our disposal to increase the num-ber of qualified teachers and to improve the qualifications of existing
teachers we find that our present ways of doing so merely tend to in-
crease the qualifwations of the already well qualified top third and
to increase the number of qualified teachers in large urban 'chock;without doing much for the small wilook. Among the things whichwe might try to do are the foalowing: (1) Raise teachers' salaries, (2)conduct more institutesIx& summer and academic year, (8) expandthe conventional commuting type of inservice training ( wixtre skimthe teacher commutes to the students cff the audimats summate to theteacher), (4) increase the capacity of undergraduate gad graduate
schock3 for teachers, (6) import Eurtwean teaclors, and (6) inventsome new kind of training .prognun for teachers.

In the shown of any adequate scientific dataon the effettivawasof these possible measures we can only e 1.1w*be from ,experience.It seems reasonable to think that most of time mamas would helpthe urban areas, the large sclwols, and the already well qualified
teachers rather than the rural areas, the small schools, or the poorlyqualified tefOkers. Tina, what we have dm* end what we are nicelyto do tends to'swat, still further the top third of our teachers fromthe bottom third. AR' example, in the large urban schools salmis areusually already higher and easier to raise than in the small ruralschools,,a raise in certification requirements could more *wily be nut,and teachers can mach more easily be spared to take kayo for
academic-year ingitutes. Tian are =ally cexe or more collegeswithin the commuting area whets inservice amuses *mkt easily beoffered. Thee same colleges could expend their teacher-trainingcapacities and serve as maws of employment for time ammig theirgraduates who live in the area and who want to teach dm&But when a school board in a small town having no colkg of itsown seeks a teacher from sours oolk80. agency, or anOlite sciwol outof town time are difficulties which make the task ahnost prohilitive.Freqinntly, bidding is war* m a basis of salary. It is hard to gilt
proper references.. it I expulsive and the remit is likely to be uw-stable. The ditheult search, choice, and persuasion in this marl* of
extreme scarcity of toiclan may have to be doss all mar again nextyear. It knits& easier to pick up locally IMO marrUd woman whosechildren are in school. Often the imperinteaukut oonvinoesthat she has adequate.qualifications, that she can be for a
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lower salary than can an mtsider, and that she will stay. It is this
type of "home folks" appointment which makes up a large component
of the Iowa* third in qualification. Moreoverythis process has been
going on for a long time and some of time poofly qualified hometown
teachers may no longer be young. Their family responsibilities (about
three-fourths are married) make it dilkult for them to go to &cadmic-
year cos summer inaitutes. Also, teachers in a small school cannot
Nally be granted leave. Raising their salariee would probably not
make better Withers of them, however justly the raise may be deserved.
To improve their qualifications, inservioe reeducation in some cases
has been attempted with college professors commuting great distances
to meet their classes. This is extremely wasteful of college manpower.
College teachers have been willing to undertake this kind of travel in
the recent spirit of enwrgemy, but it cannot Let and at beet it is
extremely limited in applicatim.

Before returning to propose some measures for the betterment of
hometown teacluws, and thus for mathematics, in the small rural
schools, I should like to comment upon teetimws' salaries and certifxa-
tice requirememt& It seem sun that the only kmg-term solutim of
the problem of providing American youth with &despite matinmatical
Leeching is to raise salaries and raise orytifwation requirement& We
mud pay enough to get good people and we have to demand that we
got what we pay fox. The fact that this is dm direction of real solution
is something we must not 1080 Sight of while We are exploiting tem-
porary measures to cope with the immediate problem. Probably a
set of graded certification requirements with acomnimnying graded
salary incentives is called for: A second-class certificate like the
presteg minimum certificatim, a firsteclass certificate for normal high
actool work, and an advanoed certificate for teaching the calculus or
other advanced-standing subjects.

Let me also say something about the existing institutes *and other
fellowship program which select the beet applicants, often repeatedly,
and offer Tither high-kvel matimmatias lectuns sonwitinmi inappropri-
ate "Or Ilus ordinary high fkthool taachiw. Many of the selected appli-
cants have had the benefit of good training in the But place. Congress
has put 'my severe limits oa the maims in these institutes for
preparatiot of °cage telekte; and our graduate schools cannot imp-
ply do demands of inchatry, universities, ands National Science
Foundation piostdodos1 research fellowthips for fully prepared
umahemsticians. This Wpm the oilers short of qualified maim,-
matins Usable. awl, as the communiti *ago swing up to take care
of humming numbers of college ftudents, the problem) will get mak
ways. In recruiting faculty, colleges will lot* nun* am' Imre to
persons who have received sub*asgial zwthenatical wepanitkin
the Watt*, program Mark ut so bad mope dot it will rob the .4t
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high schools
new them.

I.A4 us try to put tk*-reitim- a coin plea of de=vices 43 an ingtmwvio3 pro-gram to meet the requirments of improving the qualificalions of thehometown teacher& The pattern that we mnstxuet may be new inits total structure, though the eletnents will be familiar.1. I that w e prepare for eath high w.tokA mathematicourseagouenb tart (together with a toad-in.'s edition)---moTerigorms, more _to_ me *e theoraical. The Sclool MathematicsStudy Gmup is doing this now, tImigli I believe the form &humid besomewhat differeat.. We wm-kboolas too.
2. Lot us provide lo-cal SAVninaxN in whicil the teathara, includingpreferably at lear4 one eapoxiencod ttazher, will regkor and nmetregulFly to work through the text materiil.

The local svAninar should carry some form of nyeAlit and suitableeconomic reward
4. As a supplemeztary form of inAniction ld p viAia, onfilm or television kinefli-Nvea a w_ries of expositio full cx-)urFies forthe 11th and 12Th mac* that the premItations amid be viewedjointly by students and teaclers. Since these film lectures mould notbe longl-kr than 30 minutes, time would be left for dim ion at theend of the claaleriod.
5. A traveling ivupm-viwn. eacl _t e should visit from time totime to reeeive rwort of progress and keep the program going.Tills might be atomplislieiti by means of mall regional meetingsrather than individual visit&
6. Home study cpursas by Norespondelice from university mitersshould be cmstnicted to fit the new materials precisely. The weakerthe mathematical preparation of a teacher the It he can adapt it tohis own classroom activities.
7. Pomible use of Skinnfft-type teaching machines to help the ap-prentice teachers develop techniqms should be taxied. Teachers are

embarrassed to reveal their deficiencies in any open clam and this is aserious barrier to their polishing their own techniqm through longpractice, trial, and error. They might be lees embarrassed to face ateaching machine. However, these marline devices can be expectedto develop only routine technique, not mathematical reasoning.8. Degmes and certification would be awarded only upon rigorous
examinations conducted at university oentera. The seminars, films,workbooks, and oonferences would be regarded merely as aids to learn-ing. Degrees would not be awarded upon the mere accumulation ofcredits.

MER DU lTI ON

the best qualified teachers, and these surely

9. Foundation, State,eor other aid, to this inservioe pattern would beto provide for writing the student's text and accompanying teacimesedition, making films, and supplying the traveling supervisor. Local
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stchools would be e.xpected to relieve part of the loads of teachers tak-
ing inservim reeducaticm, fmrticularly extracurricular loads, and pro-
vide additional stipends or salary increments upon the caiptet ion of
the work 4

The foregoing elements of an inwrvic* rtNeducation program are
adaptable to the large schools also. In fact, like all other devices we
have been able to construct, they are prvilAbly more easily &mom-
plished in the large whoa&



N. RIMY V. Snit

IMULIIIITS OF TIE ADDRESS

1. This address is bawl on replies to a questionnaire sent by the
author to colleges, State departments of education, and school systems.
2. The purposes of inservice education are to

Improve teachers in content and in method.
Develop a unity of purpose in teaching.
Broaden the un6rstandings of background and experience.
Keep administrat_-trs informed about the mathematics program.
Give teachers confidence as to the direction being taken in planned

courses.
Keep teachers ready to investigate new ideas.
Keep the community informed about mathematics courses.
Help secondary teachers become informed about mathematics at

the ehimentary level and the college level.
3. Three college-repoitA methods are the following

Courses for persons already teaching.
Institutes financed by the National Science Foundation and by

other means.
Consultative services by college staffs.

4. College-conducted inservice education originates both/ inside and
outside the colleges.
5. State departments of education have reported these methods of
inservice education as being used within their States :

Reading by individual teachers.
Groups of teachers meeting in informal di on groups or in

formal classes, with or without outside help.
Conferences and lectures.
Cooperative programs with nearby colleges.
Curriculum planning.

6. State departments of education have themselves used the following
methods

Conferences. .

Publications.
Consultative services.
State curriculum&
Encouragement of liaison bkween colleges and school systems.

1.
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7. School systems have reported these methods for improving mathe-
matical unaerstanding :

Reading by individual teachers.
Groups of teachers meeting in informal discussion groups or in

formal classes, with or without outside help.
Conferences and lectures.
Cooperative programst'isritli nearby colleges.
Curriculum planning.

8. School systems have reported the following methods for improving
mathematics teaching :

Conference&
Visits by supervisors.
Formal wurses.

TIE ANNUS

The purpose of my talk today is to present a summary and
picture of the present situation of inservice education of mathe-
matics teachers in the United States. This is a difficult undertaking
because the United States presents great diversities in types of
educational systems and schools, in the content of the mathematics
taught, in the kinds of teachers, and in the ways whereby the schools,
school districts, and States conduct their inservice education pro-
grams. In order to try to get a picture of all this, questionnaires weresent to various persons throughout the country. Most of my remarkswill be based upon their replies. Although some of the answers
were short and gave evidence that the people making them had not
had enough time to be compide in their remarks, if is surprising
how many answers contained 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or even 10 typewritten
pages of careful &Asa I hereby express my appreciation and
thanks to these persons for mak-4 it possible for me to present so
many details.

You may be interested to know the breakdown of the grcups
receiving the questionnaire on inservice edueatkei for matkunaties
teachers. The group most likely to provide information by means of
such a questionnaire seemed to be three: colleges, State departmentsof education, and school system& The number of questionnaires
mailed to individuals in these three group', in the same order as just
mentioned, was the following: 188, 67, and 212. The returns,
percattagewise, were 66 percent from the colleges, .58 percent from
the State departments of education, and also 58 percent from the
salmi systems. I shall report the replies in this Bann wee: Col-
leges, State departments of education, and school systems.

You may also be interested to know Mir the individuals were
sekoted tab receiving the
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First, the individuals in colleges: The preliminary selection wascomposed of persons in coil listed by the U.S. Office of Educationin its Education Directory, 1969 -6f), Part : Higher Education,under categories' III and IV, and also shown either as having a Deanof Education or as being accredited for teacher education.* Since thispreliminary selection resulted in too many names, their number wasreduced by eliminating approximately half the institutions in eachState.
The names of individuals in State departments of edumitio wereobtained from the following sources : A list from the National Councilof Teachers of mathematics naming supervisors who devoted morethan 50 percent of their time to supervising mathematics was used inits entirety. In this group were 40 persons in State departments ofeducation. From another list of the Council giving the names ofsupervisors who devoted less than 50 percent of their time to super-vising mathematics, five names were found for States not representedon the Council's first list, identified above. A third list (this one fromthe Office of Education) supplied 11 more names, representing Statesnot covered by the Council's two lists. Finally, a group of 11 Statedepartments of education remained where no one had been contactedfor information. To them questionnaires were mailed addressedmerely "Supervisor, Secondary Education."

The mathematics supervisors in school systems were reached by con-sulting two sources : (1) a list put out by the National Council ofTeachers of Mathematics which identified 111 dam* which had amathematics supervisor devoting more than 50 percent of his time tosupervision ; and (2) the Office of Education's Education Directory,1959-40, Part : Counties and Cities. From this directory weretaken the names of all cities of more than 90,000 population and, inStates having no city of that size, the names of the two largest cities.

Prwas R. by Cokges

COMM far lbw Already Muslim

Courses for those already teaching were being given by 62 percentof the responding colleges, and 40 percent of time colleges weregiving the courses in school systemsusually as extension work.
I Categories deidgnating Institutions by highest level of training offered. For categoriesIII and IV, the levels are as follows : Ostoperp Lif---Ouip the beehateee end/or first pro-feseionai degree. Uchida; those institutions offering courses of taudiai WWII's to timtcustomary bachelar of arts or bachelor of science degree, and all those Ogress whichwattle the possessor to enter the preesslon gated. OeSetery IV-- (eater's ondierwowed prefessienol degree. . Indudes those institutions offering the customary first grad-uate degree, and any degree earned in the sanw field after the first fireeonal degree,or after a bachelor's degree in that Reid.
The Directory indicates this fact by the symbol "tad."The word "city" Doted any conuanoity, city, town. or 'Map miring on that
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A course for practising teachers has certain shortcoming& One

of the most frequent seems to occur through misuse of the word
4oundations." Originally, as applied to mathematics, the word had
a fairly narrow meaning and it was a distinct part of the discipline
of our subject. As happens with many words, however, this one
was broadened to serve as a generally useful word, and consequently
its meaning became blurred. For example, the following quotations
from questionnaires returned by two colleges obviously do not Main
the meaning originally intended by mathematics departments for
the classification, "foundations of mathematics."

Our course in foundations of mathematics Includes such topics as shortcuts and devices In multiplication, testa for divisibility, number pussies,
magic squares, and mathematical machines.
A course In foundations of mathematics is not allowed for secondary
education majors, but is approved for elementary education majors.

The meaning of the word "foundations" has certainly now become
very vague. Still another college reported that in its courses to
improve mathematics teaching the features that the teachers liked
best were the teaching trick& Other colleges said that the greatest
handicap was that the teachers rebelled against the "hard study of
mathematics." Obviously here are implied suggestions for the col-
leges in designing, naming, and describing their mathematics courses
and in motivating teachers to understand the purpose of these courses.

bursa *Waled by ildhuestkos Timbers ri Stirsrs

This category in the questionnaire was intended to mover mathe-
matics department courses attended by mathematics majors, psychol-
ogy or economics majors who wanted mathematics courses, other
majors, future mathematics teachers, and practising mathematics
teachers. Since the inquiry concerned inattrvice education, such
courses should not have been reported in any cue where they were
not attended by some teachers of mathematics. It is difficult to tall
whether this is the interpretation given by the responding caws,
but 75 percent said that they offer such mines at the college and
7 percent said that they offer such courses in school systems. For
example, the City College of New York City reported a cooperative
program between the depertments of education and mathematics.

Some of the shortmenhip of the (mutes under discussion seem
definitely to be connected with the matter of standardi. For azamp4
"We have 54 required quarteek-hours for a mathematics major." Howe
ever this particular college sent slang a catalog which *owe thatthe highest level course in these 54 quarter-hours is (me in the integral
calculus. Or again : *We are new requiring a- (*urge in ritinatic
antesft tub elesmatary WNW'S before they receive tiwir RA." nil
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news is not startling to those of us who have followed the need fortraining elementary and secondary teachers, but it is certainlyquotation to back up the feeling that the Itandar& of math .t_.locsitent courses have been somewhat lax in ti*
On possible suggettim concerning muses for teachers and for

persons intending to be teswinrs, would be to combine the ]educe partsof the course, but have emirate recitation or discussimi septic= forthose in the class who are trackage, eve) if aspirate sections werenot available for those not planning to be teachers. The sections forrecitation or discussion could be used to discuss topics especiallysignificant to teachers. Or, the actions could be used to help
teachers who are trying to fill in their background, ho Bad thatthey are building upon mathematics learned so far the put thatthey newt -a bit of special help to compete wi who are moreproficient.

Wheal Somme fausidiss lastitdn,

Certainly me of the mod common and mat ptotitable methods ofinservice edwatim for mathematics teactare in recent years has beenthe summer and academic-year institutes sponsored and paid for bythe National Science Foundation. Sixty-four percent of the report-ing colleges were scheduling these institutes at the time of the ques-tionnaire. (111* Ford Ingitutes and the Muill Institutes serve muchthe same impose; and time Camille and Henry Dreyfus Fund Insti-tutes, according to the reports from Iiimitclair and Trenton StateColleges in New Amoy, alsoare working toward nitwit the samegoals.)
ComnwAs on the qmstiminainis returned in the stwly reportedAare indicate that some aileges are beginning to &vend too muchon the National &knee Foundation inftitutas and are then mutingtimnselven for lack of effort in inservice education for mathematic

teachers because of the fact that they have not been gives a grant,from mom source. 8om of tLs (*loges say they are doing ,nothingin this field because they have not been awar(kd a grant by the NSF.
Certainly -the need will always exist for RIOTS local initiative andtalent in designing, Ipmismehig, and eaKluding intatutes. So much6 to be gained from local devaornent, aponsarship, awl Bummingof inswvioe education program that caleges should confider whatrevontibility they have for developing timerown.
Anothrr shmtomniNg repotted is that some college programs in-clads too wide a pings of inimeft and athilitUe. This fit makes the

programa difficult for inetzuotors wd unsetidectory for participate.What positive suggestums ian be made cogwernift Mtge. 4SFinstitutes! lime are a few in fLe
Thugs ehoukt bs imititutate &kind for Stator* sal *Tyra,mathematics miperkora. lisny of dna supervborsars via r4r as
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the job--as recently as February 1NO or Novanher 195g. 11wry would
Appreciate heap in improving their supervisicm, anti womild like to get
togetimse with other mat/mut:ice supervisors in order to -share experi-
ences and develop prcgrams. Certainly, combining the lees expai-
'aced with the more experienced supervisors would make an interesting
and profitable 6-week institute.

Another suggestion would be to have a really rigorous evaluation
of the institute program. Inevitably, in any group of individuals or
projects some will always be better than others. Evaluations, however,
can bring up the quality of the poor ones.

The final suggestion would be to try to eliminate many of the dif-
fimilties experkaoed by institutedirectors because of the large number
of refusals by applicants after letters of acceptance have gone out to
than from the institute. Refusils at this point mean that the insti-
tutes mod continue to Wed applicants until the quota m full. One
possible solution is that one astral kmtion should take care of all
advertising, amlicatkfts, and selettiom The greatest fear resulting
from this, of course, is that sixth a plan would lees= the power of the

Institute director to make his own choice of applicants.
This, however, need act be tau) at all, for selections could be made by

committee °omitting of the directors or their representatives met-
ing centrally at one time The applicants, of course, have applied only
owe to this central committee and have indicated, in order, their first
three choices for institutes. By thought and preparation, moot of We
objections to this centralization can be removed, I am sure.

Colisownwesti Wastes Fres d Tomb=

Apparently college-financed institutes free to teachers are not very
prevalent, since only 18 permit of the colleges simmering ti* (pas-
tionnaire reported having offered them. Time instkates are naturally
of short &wake. TypiaLl exampks : The 1- or 144-day ccmfereacee
of the State University of Iowa, the twice-yearly institutes of Nmetah-
weetern Univmaty, and the seminar on the inateriab of the University
of Illinois Omoittes m School Mathearatili of the Wegern Wash-
instal Collegeof Eduatko.

One of the reported tdunitomings of then free imititutes is that they
try to be too tweed, thereby westing tam. Another, that lectures
without Asetmakm sem to frimitnite teachers who are used to partki.
podim &tYsaothmy that aseisimaresearchimiumb interesting
nor adult° teaditta It waikl swan that this last **jam night bak
qftlitied by notbg tint the manner la whkth a mat of Tema* is
preseated would certainly influence lie reeeptim by-the %WaraI hex cagy two migestkilecesetwagy time &Keegan free hod-
tat& The Sept is dotcolbgesithottki aueunnthe*Rpms to aBudted
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school days." Such a regimented and artificial way of providingecesultation service does not seem to be flexible enough. Allowingonly 1 day a year when problems can be discussed has the same effectas podponing queetiow in a discussion group until the end of a 8-hmtr lecture. By that time most of the questions have been forgottenor do not seem important.
Another shortcoming of consultation services is the feeling implicitin many answers that a consultant who goes out to a school for onlya single day achieves few permanent results. Or, as one person put it"Consulting (xi teachers' workdays is mem"The best suggestion that seems to grow out of the pattern of com-ments on consultation strvims is that long-term programs of coopera-tion should be developed between a particular college staff and aparticular school staff. By getting to know each other, by helping eachWier work out solutions of the problems, and by finding the type ofhelpitthat will be received readily, this association could grow into amost useful method of inseaTice educatim.

MON the Ilenlest MI6 Urn Ma

Thirty-four permit of the answers said that the inservice trainingfor mathematics teachers originated at the suggestion of college ad-thinistrators; 52 pezceat said k wee at the suggestim of individualprofessors. In general, the queitimmaires were answered by individ-ual professors (who unconsciously might have Bloated the answers)but the proportions did sewn to be in accordance with intuitive con-clusions I had reached befit* reoeiving the answers. For example,Northwestwn reported that a vice president had called a anderenceof schools in mathematics departments in 19* to *maim' what shouldbe a u to !yip the mathematics program. San Diego State Collegethat the suggestion for applying for a NSF academic yearinstitute grant had one from Um) dean of the graduate divisimThe fallacy inherent in the expectatim of having intiative for in-&navies education owns from within a college isexpressed in the answerbun acs ealege: "Our heavy teaching laid in the mathematics de-partnlist prevents our working with teachers." Even though we mayfeel that people will always find time to do what they believe is im-portant to (k), it is quite tan that mathematis depirtzmants todayhull enough to do without thinking up a msw project unless it be-comes very impcttant to them. The exampkis above faggot that col-kwee conkl well all together groups of pro/moors gad adminktratorswho might be interested in promoting inswvice education far mathe-maks teatime to have them dims; tiwir revmsililitaa and possibhNam
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el& a So lanbea basil, as Mop

Forty-three percent of the repotting colleges mid that inftrvice
education had been originated by administrators of school Bylaws,
44 perowt that it had been originated by teachers in school systems,
and 18 percent that it had been originated by State departments of
education It may be we that this is not one of the major re-
sponsibilities of State departments of education and that thereime
the small figure here should not be interpreted as a deficiency. For
example, the University of California at Los Angeles reported that
their courses for mathematics teachers had grown out of the needs
and desires of teachers in their area. They also indicated that it is
essential to include the administrators in the planning of these in-
service programs. COU11381$ at the University of RocheAer have been
supported by the &ate department of education.

With all this optimisn we must note a type of shortemning ex-
emplified by the following words of one cave: "The State deNtrt-
meat did net believe in subjed matter. They are changing now and
indirectly sponsoring a couple of workshops." It is hard to know
what the State department did believe in if not in subject matter, but
it probably felt that its time and efforts should be spent on general
considerations rather than on amsiderstion of the problems of each
specific subject. One suggestion is that colleges prepare and circulate
a bulletin to all school systems in their neighborhood, telling what
they, the collars, can do and what servicft the school systems can ask
for. This might lead to coopatative efforts of several kinds planned
together with neighboring school sygenut.

Prima Newts!! by Stets Iftwbaimb Wolin

Esellog by WAWA Toulon

Fifty-fintr percent of the reports from State departments of educa-
tim checked reading by individual teacher& Funds available under
title III of the National Defense Education Act were frequaitly cited
as tiu, financial scarce making such an activity possible. The publica-
tion of lisb3 of tooks which would be purchased or the actual pur-
chase of books to be circulated to school srgems has been imreased
from time fun& The Georgia Nmennat has had travding diF
plays of printed materials snit from meting to meeting throt.temit
tin State.

A shorteaning that seem to be mrunaily load in the report on
this activity is in interpretatim of "materials" to mean "equip/mot."
Such an WerprEtation has been aumrsged in the adminiMratkei of
the NDEA and is unfmtunate. Naimput shwa the we of physksal

14-
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materials is less important in mathematics than in science or even inforeign language, there should be eon change in the use of NDEAfunds to permit a larger part of them to finance insarvice educationrather than certain physical materials. However, it is true that thepurchase of books to be read and studied by pupils and by tcheTswill always continue to be important. One method to improve indi-vidual reading is for State departments of educadon to encouragelocal purchase of books and to help schools in deciding what to buy.Indeed, there is a feeling that the very best method of inwrvice educa-tion is to help individual teachers learn to read mathematics booksand then study by themselves. They should not feel that they have aresponsibility to go on with their study only when a formal group orclass is formed. This is of course partly a matter of motivatim, sinceanyone works better when he sees others in the me activity. It isalsch however, a qtwetim of teclInique. Many teachers do not knowhow to get the in out of individual study of a mathematics book,and confwences and meetings of wupwvisars to improve the techniquewould be very valuabk.
The &ate departments reported a variety of titles when namingthe most helpful mathematics books, curriculums, and programsthat they knew of within their State. (A list of these titleswill be found in s.ppenidix A.) It i3 interesting to note that meetof the titles seem to be on mathematical content Two books seem tobe in the elementary field and seven in the secondary. Only one bookcal method was named and that was in the elementary area (none inthe seciondary). Eight subjects were reported as curriculums orprograms found helpful within the States. Eight items reportedcan be classified u miscellaneous. This last category includes filmsand also publicatices of the National Council of Teachers of Mathe-=dim

Kati Imps Ns addle MO

Fiftyg.nine want of the answering State departments checked thisactivity. Oteliftninia commented that these self-initiated studies arethe beet kind. Various school systems in Minnesota have examinedtheir curriculums by this maw. A New Mexico mathematics towbar,rtturnim hymn a Unimesity of Maryland summer institute, formed astudy group. In Nevada, numbers of the mathematic departmentsmeet often and take turns presenting topics19 the whole group.it mint be remembered that such exampledas the ones in this eat.-gmayand all categories---are surely typicaL They are not to beiMerreted as the wily owe caw weeimirily dm best was in the country.A *bottoming of tlai kind of adivityl awrkm to &urea who hiswaked with i is the danger that seat "leaps of friendly **elms
4
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working together will s o o n tu r n the w e sio n into one of tel l in g anec-
dotes : Reporting how they like Go teach a particular topic or how
clever Johnnj is Such activities are relaxing but not very educa-tional. Thus, a plan should be develo by any group having nooutside help to assure that firm leaderviii p be maintained.

Manisa Irma *hid* Legion

Fifty-one i*.r-cent of the answering State departments reporte4iteachers' diwussion groups that had an outside leader but no prepara-tion expectekt from the gToup. In New MexicAl this method was u%dto audy textbooks being considered for adoption. Since textbooks areof obvious concern, teachers naturally would feel that such an ap-prmch is practical. It is valuable, however, only so far as it leadsto a discussion of the mathematical concepts to be taught. Should dis-
cussion bog down on quepions as to whether this or that textbook hasthe right amount of color in its illustrations or as to what tepee of
exercises the teachers wish the authors would include, them the dis-
cussion might be interftting, but not particularly valuable.

New Mexico-also reported worthwhile dimisaion multing from a
demonstratimi lesson on mathematics by means of a film.

A committee in Wyoming has a reprtwntative from each buildingwithin a school syttem, but this sounds more like a committee to w-tablish policy rather than to provide inservice &location.
Some of the shortcomings of discussion groups .were brought oftby the answers to a question as to what was the mod useful mathe-matical topic discufeed. Even with the word "mathematical" in t2m3

question, such answers as the following were reported "Use of equip-meat such as tape reeordex and overhead projector," or "proper useof manipulative devices and proper recognition of individual differ-ewes." Worthy as the dimmions are, they do not answer the quw-
tion concerning mathematical topic. Discussion groups should have
variety, and the use of demonstration lessons, films, or TV programsto invire discussion would certainly bring out a number of viewpoint&
Naturally, it is important to rearict the range of the discussim in
order to give unity, and this implies a firm chairman. It would
seem that, instead of having a separate and diainct topic for each
meeting, a group could restrict a series of meetings to a small range
of topics in order to give unity and depth to the discussions.

Fermi Cisme

Forty-six percent of the respondent State departments of educatice
reported formal mathematics clams with leaders from within the
school system, and 46 percent reported these classes with leaders from
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outside theks-clool system. (TIit 46' percent are not newsftrily thesame States nor mutually exclusive States.) The cla- -,%leAi in Minnesotahave come from local initiative and organization and there are plansfor them in Pennsylvania. The New York, Oklahoma, and Pennsyl-vania Departments of Education have related formal cla&-ges with TVcoursei.- Hawaii has formal workshop class extending throughoutthe year. Delaware has its formal dames "tied to the salary sclieaule,"which is certainly usual; but the claa9es ar paid for by the whool&Aria, which may not be so usual

One possible shortcoming of formal courses is reveled by thefollowing comment from one State department of education: "Onebig problem is the paucity of retiource people with the requiiitecharacteriaics to motivate the tftcheles to improve their inintic-don." This is an important criticifea. How mn we find enoughcollege people with the (korrekt Lmckground in mathematics and witha knowledge of teaching to staff very many formal cmirses for school

Another comment from the departments is that teachers need somassurance that much of what they are already doing is right but thatin addition they must tit new ideas into their present curriculums.

Ciaterases led Lubin*

Forty-six permit of the answering departments checked confer-mow and lecturm New liampsthire said that the were arrangedby a group of teathers within the State and that also Saturdayseminars were held at Dartmouth Caw, where teachers couldd is c u s s m a tha n a tic s a nd mods of t tsching. Historically speak-ing, such short conferenm and lectures as a whole have often provedto be of little lasting help. Thus it seems that they should be usedonly occasimally as inviration and that they could hardly be calleda long-term method of "inservim education."

Colvissipm Raft
Thirty-nine percent of the answering departments reported thisactivity. It is clear that well-conducted curriculum program ofdeveloping, writing, or studying a curriculum for a community orState can lead to much excellent inservice education. State curricu-lums should often be more general than they have been in the past;but the State departments of education shmild consciously help com-munities develop more specific curriculums applicable to separatecounties, &Maids, or cities. However, many States still believe thata detailed statewide curriculum is desirable to standardize and im-prove the level of mathematics teaching.

assam.41-4
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Fifty-four perlit of the answering State depaitin of eiduat-
tkxi seported having st up confernc for mathematics tomicimrs.
Through its commission on mathematics, which holds many meetings
and makes excellent reports, the Texas department has inspilvd many
conferenete. WeA Virginia has a dual staff for conferences: One
person from mathematics and one from education to work as a tam.
Texas has a twice-yearly workshop in each of 13 districts, and Maine
uses the traveling lecturer of the Mathematics Association of America
as a nucleus around which to build confereaces throughout the State,

Ileskista

Forty-five percent of the answering State departnusnts reported
publishing bookies or bibliographies. Newsletters, such as those in
Minnesota and New Mexico, or lista of facilities and equipment similarto the one provided by Maryland are very useful. Bibliographies
have bees prepared by many States, including Cminecticut, Iowa,
Nevada, Oklahoma, and Utah. Oklahoma also has provided a booklet
on the improvement of mathematics teaching that goes beyond the
point of being merely a State curriculum.
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a major deterrmt to its aw. It is therefore suggetitod that defx.np-
tions of such coopeTative progr-ams and the me-Itning of the term be
derelopert cliwugged. and written up by thcry communities and col-
leges now using them in order to help ethers who are planning them
The I-athelnceir=4 ezeher might et. fish a sKtion on insen-ice Mum-
tion, to which short articles could be sent by oll g State depart-
malts of education, or pool syst rte. s ring their good ideas with
rvatklv throughout the country

Eassertipmet of Woos Colleges

Fifty-seven percemt of the respondent kAate departments encourage
liaison between school systems and cklilegess In New Hampshire, a
council ooinp d of high schools and the University of New Harrill-
shin has recently been formed to -consider mutual activities at their
respective levels. WPFat, Virginia has consisteatly tried to encourage
the uto3 of college amsulants.

It is hard to know the shortoamings of liaison aietivities, since so
few examples have been reported in the past, IRA it does seem as
though 613 might be otw of the fruitful sources of inserviez education
if time can be found for it in the schedules of the persons involved.
Perhaps it should be pointed out that liaison activities could help the
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colleges by providing them with information about secondary school
systems and thus bringing about a proper influence on the direction ofthe college curriculums.

Programs Reported by Wool Systems

Resift by Inevishial Teachers

Seventy-one of the answering schools reported this activity. The
Minneapolis New Letter contains very helpful suggestions of books
which teachers should read. A Bronx junior high schools in New
York City reports that teachers are studying course outlines and
following up with reading lists. Then they hold conferences withinthe school. Wichita, Kans., reports a traveling library. Niagara
Falls, N.Y., says that single copies of books have been successfully
placed in many school libraries (whether for students or for teachers
is not clear). The proper use of books by high school mathematics
students is not yet fully understood, and library resources are not
utilized as well in that subject as in others. As far as teachers are
concerned, the first activity may well be to locate books, review and
make them available in the professional library, and give the tele-
phone number where teachers may call and have the books delivered
to their own classrooms. Certainly from an administrative stand-
point no more can be asked. At this point the initiative of the teacher
and his own motivation must take over in order to read the book and
make 1198 of it. However, supervisors and inservice education pro-
gram directors do need to give help to the teachers as to how this
reading can best be done.

As to books found most helpful, school systems named 5 content
books at the elementary level and 27 at the mcondary level. Six books
on methods of mathematics teaching at the elementary level were se-
lected and 1 book of this type at the secondary level. This book,
interestingly, is "Mathematics for the Academically Talented Stu-
dent", a methods book of a very specialized sort put out by the Na-
tional Education Association.

This breakdown of mathematics books indicates that schools are
thinking more about mathematics content than mathematics methods.
But the answers also included 74 naming 15 publications which couldbe listed as "miscellaneous." Among these 15 were the yearbooks
of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (the 24th in this
series being named by 17 schools) and 2 periodicals, The Mathematics
Teacher and The Atcakematics Student Journal. (See appendix Bfor full list.)
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Eighty-three percent of the answering school systems reported this
activity. In Wichita., Kans., a citywide mathematics council is spon-soring such a group. Demonstration lessons followed by discussion are
very helpful in Stockton, Calif., and also in San Diego, especiallyin the junior high school. Towson, Md., holds one meeting a weekin a group to review calculus Arlington, Va., is studying the sehod
Mathematics Study Group material& Glendale, Calif., has a 4-month
workshop. Fort Wayne, Ind., has a junior high school committee
studying various materials at that level. These are only examples and
many more groups are working within school systems throughout the
country.

One of the chief shortcomings seems to be the shibbolethsdeveloping
where certain key words are offered in answer to all questions. Spe-
cifically, "Modern Mathematics" and "set" have occured many times
as an easy answer to the question, "What are you discussing in the
groups ?" One way to improve the use of this method of inservice
education might be to have demonstration classes of good teamwork
in unled discussion. This means a demonstration class of teachers
showing ()tiler teachers how a group working by itself without any
specialized leadership can get most from an hour's working tin*. It
might also be wise for a group to try to list the mathematical learn-
ings which it expects will come out of the sessions and the books. (See
appendix C for helpful sources of curricula and teaching materials
reported by school systems.)

ihassin Puts* Leaden

Forty-three percent of the schools in the study reported the leader
coming from within the school systems, while 41 percent reported the
leader coming from outside (with no preparation expected from the
group). "Spokane, Wash., and Wilmington, Del., had used the Mahe-
matical Amociation of America lecturer to inspire the groups. Lin-
coln, Nebr., also reported conferences of this kind. Waterbury, Conn.,
mentioned using consultants provided by book companies. Racine,

Via, warned that there must be long-range planning in terms of a
series of workshops rather than single-shot affairs Corpus Christi,
Tex., has had discussion groups I. hour on alternate Tuesdays. Both
Buffalo, N.Y., and Denver, Colo., mentioned TV programs for teachers
which wired as a basis fordiscussion groups.

Too often dismission groups try to cover too many different topics
in a series of meetings. For example, one school system has a series
of 10 meetings on 10 entirely different topics during the school year,
bopping from ics as number theory to non-Euolidean geom-
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etry, to matrix algebra, to algebra in the junior high school. Ap-parently the philosoiphy is that the variety will somehow make eachteacher in the group happy. Instead, it leads to a diwonneded, waste-ful aeries of meetings.
Another shortcoming is the difficulty of reaching those seventh-and eighth-grade teachers who also teach English and social studies.Suggestions to improve the discussion grmps may be numerous.It is obviously important to have a prepared leader and to keep thegroup small enough so that them can be real discussion. It is stimu-lating to base discussion upon demonstration classes, TV, or films, asPreviously noted. Finally, on may say that a series of meetingsplanned around a single topic would be more useful than a series madeup of disconnected topics.

As to mathematical topics discussed by the groups having an outsideleader (no teacher preparation expected), the breakdown is as follows17 schools reported 7 arithmetic topic; 22 schools, 11 algebra topics;18 schools, 8 geometry topics; and 58 schools, 14 other topics. (Seeappendix D) This last breakdown, "alw3r topics," included ad-vanced matimmatics (such as coordiqate geometry, probability andstatiftics, the calculus, digital computers) and also general background(such as sets, logic, variables, functions, relations, and finite mathe-matical systems).
It might be noted in pining that geometry does not seem to be ofspecial interest to teachers : The only important discussion tapesnamed by the schools wu the possibility of integrating plane and solidgeometry. To many of us, however, it seems as tiwughponxtry is (amof the most urgent areas for discussion about the secondary schoolmathematics curriculum, for the future dabs of this subject mushmore in doubt than that of many alum* subjects.As to the most helpful mathematical topics taken up by the aims-sion groups, the breakdown is the following: 12 schools named 3 arith-metic topic; g schools, 6 algebra topics; 8 schools, 3 geometry topicsand iti. schools, 7 other topics. (See appendix K.)

Famed Gasses

Twenty-seven percent of the schools in the study reported formalmathematics classes as beingtau&by teacian firm within dm salmisystem ; 80 permit,as being taughtby teacinrs from magi& the schoolsystem. Bakinmws has an &dive =BMW program and provkkisvoluminous and helpful notes to the participants. In Ointali,Oh* the 'Timken Rake Bearing Echustifmti Fund ma50 permit of the espiess of all teackes attmling mummy seMol.Wes, Okla., haw a waindwp in June for its teathen. Newtaao Maw,has classes for teachers omeducted by the Levi od the tbpartineg fwmn
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8 AV to 6 each Wednesday afternom Dayton, Ohio, has an 8-weekinditute pad forby local inclutrkis. New York City has prochwed aarks of TV boom in mthournitics aimed vecifically at teachers.This series is now being used by the State of Pennsylvania.As to the shortcomings in the formal mathematics classes, hers aresome of those revealed by the ttudy : Many amuse titles and descrip-tions are nnaninglese. This not oily makes it difficult for teachers toknow in advance what they would get in a courim, but in addition itmakes it difficult to report exactly what the affected salmi mum areoffering. For example, a course called "advanced matimnatios"further explained as going all the way through analytical geoutry.Standardizing muse titles would be Inipful. In that Alirectim, itmight bewasted that the we of TVkw=similar to those producedin New York City be extend to formal maiNswitics classes forteachers througiwut the country.
Twenty-niin percent of the answering school system; repottedAnimal muses for mat in mean& of teaching Oval by mum*within the system; 4A) wont reported time courses given by sone-can outside the syn. Chicago Teatimes College has provided TVcourses for Chicago teachers. The Cincinnati salary scale is tied tomusses taken for credit.
Ow drawback to TV courses in methods of teaching is illistratedby the direction which a °Wain course eventually todc. This coursedegenerated into a sonks of tricks for directkng "tin right answer.."Perhaps the fault lay in the philosophy and background of the personreesougng the awn. At any rats, his iniggestkan for teachingnntinmaiks were st Wet of date.
Getting time for formal classes sewn to be a probkm. One !AmylBriton said that its tomboy tamed down !miming became they us.end that on or two mutiny a rex we enough to kelp dna upto date in mks Pedal* the solution to this problem lies inthe folk/wing =meat from cm Kim' system : "It is our feeling thatto rewhalithenathauttial teachers we will have to provide inswvkeeduced= duringstimokime."

lainsess ad imams

Plityswest percent of the 'ohm& in the study mated coriarunesand lectures on matNantais he the Without San Pumas() statedtiu& beWre AsmouintWo revioks dm) met anceadul method ofWm*** adu*&m. artain4 I bi a dmiteong of tiMs methodwhits it trkt acme too imh =twig For sum*, o il-dayWaite annomeed would cover the bands*, inui: Adovowed ihmobrat mariWiesow essastryt them, and esWthowids madkimiko piesam. Could ftt Its el tkven to I
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days of intensive application to any one of these topics, One schoolsystem commented in these words : "Mat speakers present too manyideas and therefore there are no results in the classroom."

Woven: N Testa* *theft

School systems were queried about their attempts to improve theteaching methods of their teachers. The answers cliirlos3 that 47percent hold conferences on the subject for beginning teachers onlyand 53 percent for both inexperienced and experienced teachers.Brentwood, N.Y., has two 9-day workshops for all elementar schoolteachers. Cincinnati, Ohio, has an orientation program for begin-ning teachers for the first half of the year. Washington, D.C., ufesits local mathematics club as a center of conferences. Dade County,Fla., has brought consultants in for a day at a time. Doubt and short-coming of this method are reflected in one school system's question"How permanent are revival meetings, Such conferences may havelittle lasting effect." Other school systems suggest the 1198 of follow-up materials compiled in as practical a form as lemon plans.

Visits Nirenwl by Cadmium.

One of the most common and molt useful methods of inservioeeduction in teaching methods for mathematics teachers consists ofvisits by a supervisor followed by individual confereaces. Seventy-three percent of tix5 school tartans in the study reported that suchvisits are made by people from within the school sydem, and 15 per-cent that these visits occur with sonwone from outside the school sys-tem coming to visit their teachers. Tucson, Ariz., has recently pro-vided a substitute who takes the doom of junior high whool teachersfor half a day in order that these teachers may visit classes usingmaterials from the School Mathematics Study Group or tlx, Uni-versity of Illinois Committee on School Mathmatics and thus be ableto lead discussions later. This is a valuable extension of the ids ofsupervisor visits. Roswell, N. Mex., has visitors to its classes fromthe State department of education. De Moines, Iowa, along withother cities, reports at lead one supervisor visit to each teacher eachsemester. In Providence, RI., good lessons seen by the supervisorare written up and circulated to all teachers.
So far as shortcomings go, one school believes that the practice ofhaving a teacher -trams who, in addition to the building supervisor,also works with beginning teachers, laids to an undcwArabie dividonof responsibility. Other schools believe that eleanesktazy and junkyhigh school teachers who teach many subjects need more supervisionbut often do nct gc*, it, since supervisors are tad to work wily with
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teachers who are full-time in their own subjeds. It must be notedthat the intervisitation among claglroom teachers may sometimes bemore valuable than the usual visits by the supervisor.

Caniedis Moab(

Sixty-one weent, of the answering schools reported that theirinservioe education program is furthered by a curriculum-planningproject. Riverside, Calif., has submitted a formal project towardthis end. Both Dallas, Tex., and Fargo, N. Dak., as well as manyother cities, have reamtly published excellent curriculums. Pitts-burgh provides arithmetic-test its as a valuable part of their inserv-ice training. In Eugene, Oreg., teacher time is paid for in thesummer for work on curriculum projects. Charleston, W. Va., isstarting climes for able sixth-grade pupils and says the curriculumat other levels is thereby affected. Without supervision and coordi-nation, curriculum-planning programs are impossible and so oneshortcoming might be emphasized by this statement from a schoolsystem : "We hive 150 teachers in our system, but no separate mathe-matics department. Coordination between the curriculum and in-service education is lacking." So far as curriculum planning goes,we might well suggest that it should be organized around mathemati-cal concepts and not thought of as merely a collection of topics,magazines references to be read, teaching tricks, and test items.

Cespsnain Prwass 1ft lkirby Nines

Forty-three percent of the schools in the study reported this activ-ity. Dallas, Tex., cooperates with both the University of Texas andSouthern Methodist University; in Syracuse, N.Y., the Sloan planhas univerity profemors teaching in the secondary schools. Albany,N.Y., cooperates with the nearby State collep; Townsend, Md., hasworked with The John Hopkins University ; and Milwaukee, Wis.,is attempting to plan a long-range program with the University ofWisconsin.
One of the shortcomings of cooperative programs is that many ofthe college instructors never go to see the high school classes at work.It is therefore necessary to convince such college instructors thatclose work with high school pupils is a part of their obligation.Can we also convince the teachers that regular, continued work withthe (*Rep staff is going to be necessary

. The problems of inservice education can be put into two grave:The adminiagrative and the procedural.
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MNIMIUME MEW

Under the administrative problems five seem of great importance:
Those of time, money, penennel, location, and supervision.

First, time most be found for the teadws to take courses and
time for the supervisors or instructors o prepare them. The solu-
tion suggested here is that this time be made a permanent part of
a planned program within a school or school system and that teach-
ere and adminutrators accept the principle that inservice educatim
shall continue indefinitely in the future and always be part of the
work of the school and the teachers in it

Second, the problem of money. Obviously, it cimits something to
provide books for teachers, salaries for initructors, or payment to
preparing special TV prwrams. This fad will require local budgets
to accept imch a responsibility permanently.

Third, personwl. Both people to teach and people to attend those
program muft be found. There are a few college people who have
the right combination of interest and background in bah content
and methods to be able to appeal to the teacims. Using poor instrw-
ton has hurt inservice education programs is the inst. Toncimes
who choose to take classes not required for every timelier in We system
must be motivated to the hard intellectual activity involved. Na
only their natural human inertia, but also their traditimal practical
viewpoint, mug be oviramn. Tiociwe mwt realism that although
inservice education may be of no immediate application in the class-
rocin, it may still be very valuable. The scatimi to the posimmg
problem may well be that active leadership must some more and we
from those within the school system. Pao* mut be to teach
with this purpose in mind. They mtut be educated salmi
system and much of their regular time must be fatted kw the wmic---
this rather than that such responailities be gins as an additional
load. Also, time people molt be provided with a !midget to carry
out their work.

Fotra, the location of courses and amferwes. In many parts
of the country the locatica must be considered manfully, slue tamiumis
cannot be expected to travel long dit*Auwes to take mines and attend
conferences. As long as such an adivity is ccnisickswed an =mimicry,
teacilitre will put forth great effort, but if it is to be a puimanent part
of their re-education, the oppomitAmity mini be brought claw to tiutan.

Pifth, the supervision f inewrioe edwatim must be in the has
of a person trained in mathematics. Supeerhows male not be iwn,-
specialists and they 'must not share their rims with dim dutiet4
happens sometimes when a person who is given respcsunlility far
matimmatin inservin rep= is cos whose wools &bastion and
background are in aimareas.
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FIMINK WEN
After the technical details of time, awney, etc, have been takenare of, the person in charge of an inservice education program forteachers must decide what methods to use. Let use summarize verybriefly 10 categories abstraded from all the foregoing details whichapply to content and three which apply to methods of teaching. Asincreasing the background in mathematical content whichknow, we have mentioned the following: Individual readingJudy groups with no outside help, discussion groupswith an outside leader, classes conducted for the teacims, (=femmeand kauree, (x)operative programs with nearby colkgee, publitthedbulletins land bibliographies, consultation with the teacher; work onthe curriculum, inkitutes, and worksthoin. With regard to methodsof teaching it certainly seems as though general conferences will (m-anta for motivation and inviratim Also the following will doulArlees mainl,: visits of miperviscays to tethers folk4ved by individual

cmferremles, intervisitatim among teachers, ail finally, but to a lessexteat, formal courses in methods of teiching provided within theschool system.
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1. In mathematics we are experiencing a rejection of the traditional
approach in favor of a modern one.
2. In order to prepare teachers for presentafion of the new mathe-
matics, the first efforts were directM only to teaching more subjert
matter. Thou efforts are now somewhat discredite<1.
3. School administrators should provide leadership for modernizing
matheznatics instruction.
4. Supervisors should carry active msponsibility for in _rice educa-
tion of teachers.
5. School system should provide on-the-job courses for its teachers.
These courses should concentrate on the specific needs of the h ool
curriculum.
6. Summer institute and summer schools offer opportunities for in-
wrvice tmlucation.
7. Television and radio programs provide opportunities for inservice
education in some communities.
8. Teachers need careful conditioning before being asked or permitted
to teach the new mathematics.
9. School corporations should bear the cost of the teachers' inservice
education.

TIE AMU

Archibald MacLeish opened a recent television play entitled "The
Secret of Freedom" with the words, "Ours is a strange time in Amer-
ica." MacLeish was referring to political, economic, and religious
thought in America. His words apply equally well, however, to many
other phases of American life. The technological explosion that has
taken place since World War II has caused us to reevaluate our usual
way of life and to seek other, and still better, ways to preserve that
which we hold even dearer than life. In many instances, brute facts
have caused us to do things which are strange in the sense that they
are not usual.

38
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Problems in education have much in common with problems in

Government or problems in family life. It is only in details thatthings are different. In mathematics and scielice we are experiencing
a rejection of a traditional approwh for one needed by the contem-porary mathematician and wientist in onier to work on pressing so-cial pmblems. view of the problems confronting Our society, theremn be no excim for teaching mathematics in the whools unlet. itencourages our youth to think like mathematicians. Of -course, asimilar tement could be maAie about art., music, social wierice,
fiCiemee, and any other subject taught in the schools. Schools do havetheir utilitarian objeAivft3, but above all they are working with theintellect of the young people and this intellect must be w) developedas to enable txxlay's youth to understand tomorrow's mathematimThis is a primary function of the schools.

Today's mathematics is somewhat different from yeste y s mathe-matics. Today there is a greater emphasis on solving problems inthe large, a more intense search for relattAd kructures in various
branchim of mathematim a desire to solve groups of problems ratherthan seek a solution for a particular inAancv. Since mathematics
has changod during the past few demies, it goes without saying thatthe mathemati of our whools and colleges must change. In the
whools, many staff members have been preparell to teach the old math-
ematics. Such preparation is not suitable for today's teachers. This
raises a problem for those whose responsibility it is to provide leader-
ship for an educational program. How does one encourage a staff to
keep up to date, to rethink a mathematics program, and to build a
new program?

The first reaction of many people who became concerned about
mathematics in our schools was to tech the teachers more mathe-
matics. As a result, institutes were establishes why emphasis was on
teaching mathematics to teachers. It soon became clear that some of
these institutes were overshooting their mark. The advanced mathe-
matics courses offered were not suitable for teachers and in many in-
stances had little or no bearing on the mathematics taught in the
schools. The institute courses bore no fruit in terms of the ultimate
objective : to change the attitudes of the teacher and the way he
teaches in the classroom. This does not mean that teachers should
not be taught more mathematics. Indeed, more mathematics for the
teacher is a necessary step toward improving teaching and the cur-
riculum, but it is not sufficient. As evidence, one need only cite many
recent college programs who spirit was not much different from
that of the high school programs. College staffs know more mathe-
matics than high school staffs, but the spirit, and ammtinos the wn-
tent, was not much different froin that offered in the high eolwols.
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The cannot improve either the cam lum r inse
program without adequate leadership. tem-clams d prim-
pals set the intellectual n%-%-phexe in which a mai! mua- work, and
this atmobikere will condition the attitudes, the working habits, and

infxructional goals of the Aaff. Na staff can do effective wmk inan edwational tmasphexe which is inimical to tlu) virit of educationitself. Creating the proper intellectual atmosphere is OM of the moetimportant tasks of an administrattm% It is particularly un
in schools wimre the drive for manic excamce, social resvmsibilityfor educatice, and cxxitinind learning na so strong as in collegesand univertaies.

Once having egablithed talw proper climate fir study and learningthe administrator is faced with task of selecting smneam to dothe detail work and provide specialized leaAkzahip. No inservice
gram can funeticm effectively without adequate leadership from tivl
supervisory staff. In positiow of this type du, schools wed visice aswell as adequately traimBd pasonnel. The supervisor muA know
mathematics thoroughly in addition to vital has abet wren,curricula, teachers, administrators, and administration. The supw-visor mtm know the school system and the mathematics staff withall of its strengths and wealwases. Without a knowledge of math.-maks he is in tlw position of leading a staff without a certain kwywl-edge of where to go. The supervisor must be able to make independ-ent judgments concerning tlx, value of certain mathematical topics.These judgments cannot be made without an understanding of thenature of the subject itself.

Schools should not underestimate the amount of mathematicalknowledge required of a supervimr of secondary mathematics. Al-though one shouki mows underestimate the value of a knowledge ofawl things as basic principles of psychology and philosphy, and thebasic techniqw3s of supervisalm, it is also important not to underesti-
mate the need for a knowledge of mathematic& All the values that cawexpects from the mathematics classroom rest on a sound mathematical
Program.. Such a program cannot be developed by one who is insecureabout the matheinatical principles to be taught.

61-theA1 Canes
A program for the imweenwat of teaching and the (krn&nmuntof a smmd course of natimuth:sal itmdru(Om witifl have as an of its
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cxxnponentis ooursess of inAracticni for which the teacher may enrollwhile teaching. Thee courxm can be divided into two categozies
those taken for credit toward an advanceki degre* and those talent tofulfill requireamts for advancement in salary. Of course, the are
not mutually eclusive categoric&

Coursm offered by collegiate inotitutions for credit toward an ad-
vanc*Aci degree are beyceid the control of the WI 001 ffyStelli, as they
tthotiM be and their basic purxw is to advance the knowledge ofthe teaciw in his speciality.

Courses ftpond by the sth1school 'well are quite another matter
They 41ould he highly practical in nimpractka1 in the satm thatthey discuss mathematical ideas that have their roots irr the coursesbeing taught to the thildren. The are the courses that can teach the
same algelra in mtmli the 8=113 way that it should be taught in the9th grade, for example. However, there is one important differeme.
Promptly, the spirit and the content of this course is undergoing achange. Perhaps it would be gear to my that the change is beingglumly recommended. The course in first-3mm* algebra should betaught to the taithers with the spirit and the organization of ideas
demanded by present-day mathematics. It should areas fundanwatalkW's anct follow th ee ideas through the 12 sclool grades in order togive the teatheigs a better grasp of how certain ideas pervade mathe-matics. Too frequently such fundarmntal copmpts as functions,
strategies of proof, relations, transformations, icieductive systems, thereal number system, and other basic mat*natiad ideas are too
vaguely understood by the teachers. Time are the ideas that theonthe-job courses should coy& thoroughly. They should be dis-cussed in the light of contemporary mathematics, but always keepingin mind how they can be be taught to the elementary or high school
PuPil

In 1908 Felix Klein published his famous book, "E1enentaz7 Maim"-
matics From an Advanced &andpoint.." Using this title as a guide,
one could beet describe the spirit of the on-the-job courses for
by calling them "Adraneed Mathematics From an Elementary
p(Ant." Or perhaps "Elementary Mathematics From a Contemporary
Standpoint" might be better. Whatever the title, the basic mtivation
is clear. These courses must help the teach reorganize and modern-
ize the mathematics that they teach. Also, they must provide the
proper mathematical spirit from which good instruction stems.
Granted that teachers have the time to take such courses, there are
few better ways to improve the teaching in the schools.

It would be well to dwell for a bit Gil the problems of the elementary
school regarding inseririce muse& There is no greater need in the
eduoational system than the need to provide an adequate mathematical
background for the elementary teacher. The colleges have been
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Using varatian time for attending sunnier school is a well known
means for teacher to get iii.crice eAucation. Mathematics teakJters
have many opportunitie*- for their summer's educa,tional artivitim to
be financed through attending institutes sponsored by the National
Science Foundations or by various companies such as the Shell Oil Co.

If the schools are to get the full value for money invested in ad-
VATICM education, some control must be placed on the kind of wur9m
that may be uwhid for credit. It is common practice for teachers to
acquire a master's degrele without taking any cour9m in the field of
their major teaching a.%-ignment. Mmt certainly, this is not a desir-
able situation. Mathematics teachers should not, be given an advanced
place on the salary scale for a degree earned outside the field of mathe-
malea While it is true that many of the courses taken to earns non-
mathematics degree are valuable, yet it can be hardly be imagined
that a concentration of courses in administration or supervision could
be entirely fruitful in producing a better mathematics teachm It is
entirely reaaonable and proper to require that mathematiti teaelwre
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While workmg with a group of people for fundamental cliang%-
one must keep in mind that mrtain boundary winditions must be satis-
fied if an adequate solution ill to be achieved. It would b well for any
surkrviFory gaff to keep thew exInditioits in mind.

In the first placie, the educational backgrnand of the staff at time
t t. must be given due weight. In many school systems the teachers
have Wight the older type of mathematic* for many years. The newer
mumps demand not only a change in organization but also a change in
method and content Introducing new coums into the curriculum
without, some thought as to the change in spirit may consist of only
a change in name and not a changv in fact. Schools contemplating
a change in courses should make adequate plans for the change by

usu
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secure basis on which to embark on a new mathematics program.
Furthermore, many of the very recent college graduates have beentrained in rather traditional freshnum and sophomore college mathe-matics courses. These teachers need courses not now provided by
many educational institutions. There is only one answer. The schoolsmust provide the courses at their own expense.

The echools have been demanding that teachers perform an inhumantask. They expect a teacher to teach five or six classes a day and takecare of many extracurricular activities in their "spare" momentaUnder these conditions, it is almost humanly impossible for teachersto stay abreast of the time in secondary mathematic& Because ofthe traditional workload for teaches and some outmoded conceptsof teacher education, the schools have found themselves confrontedby a demand for reform for which the teachers are not prepared.
Administrative techniques must be further developed to prevent thisimpasse from happeningagain.

Those administrative techniques that have been found wieful forreeducating teachers fan be enumerated. For the most part, timorare well known devices for encouraging teachers to give Imre thoughtto classroom prthlems. They can be adopted with varying amountsof money needed to introduce Won, or to support them, over a periodof years. The following are son* of the better known devices forinaervioe edwition
L Financing summer sekxds for teachers.
2. Financing inservice courses for teachers.
E. Providing released tin* for senthlark inservice courses, and edueatimal

meting&
4. Strengthening the supervisory staff.
5. Making better use of educational television.
6. Encouraging teachers to apply for financial support to attend academie-year and summer institutes sponsored by various agencies.
7 Paying premium salaries to teachers who have advanced degrees In

matheanatki.
8. Requiring that advanced training to be taken In the teachees field of

sPecinlisathm.
Other measures for keeping the staff up to date can be developed also,
since the foregoing list does not exhaust the possibilitie& However,
the one characteristic common to all methods is that they colt money.
It should not be otherwise. Commercial and business concerns expect
to spend money to educate their staffs. Schools should expect to do
no less.

Coadesios

Present conditions relative to science and atics should serveas a lemon to the educational world. We have been lulled into an
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educational sleep thinking that mathematics will always be the math-
ematics of Euclid, and that Euclidean geometry will always hold the
place of eminence it has held since the days of the Greeks. But the
truth is that mathematicians have drastically changed their concept
of mathematics during the past few decades and that, in a sense, they
have changed their concept of how to attack mathematical problems.
This changed concept has caught our schools and colleges in a deep
curricular sleep. They were not anticipating the change and were not
ready to cope with any -change in their concept of the goals of
mathematicians. As a result, staffs are not adequately prepared for
the needed changes.

The lesson the educational world must, learn from our present ex-
perience is that we must always be ready for a change in the mathe-
matician's concept of his subject and, with the rapid rate of growth
of the subject, it might well happen that in the next 50 or 100 years
schools will again be called upon to bring their teaching up to new
standards Knowing that this is likely to occur, the schools must
not be caught unprepared a second time Z's avoid this, there can
be but one answer, namely, adequate inservice education provisions
for the teachers. In effect, the schools must provide schools for their
teachers and make the necessary expenditures of money and time to
encourage teachers to attend them. It has often been said that learn-
ing is a never-ending activity for the human being. Most certainly,
the good teacher and the good teaching still will never cease learn-
ing; in particular, they will never cease learning mathematics. It
cannot be otherwise, for how can a teacher instill the love of learn-
ing if the teacher does not know what it means to love learning suffi-
ciently to pursue it constantly I
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1. Regkmal cmferences of high school matinmatics teacims should
be organized in order to examine and discuss the evolving new context
of the subject.
t &en military alters who have strong backgrounds in mad*.
matice might be prepared through inservice program) and engaged
to teach in the public schoo Tin sem applies to =then wimp
children have grown up.
8. Teaching machines, tape-recorded Wows, and television-film ks-
me are woeful teaching aids.
4. As a means for improving teachers' competenoe, they could be
-It to graduate schools and twine ingitutes, with the tuithm paid
by the teadmIs' lama
5. Local colleges and State departments of education should be called
upon for asiatance in fonnulating and conducting insusvice educatim
program&
6. State-approved colleges and univergths should be tocouraged to
establish appropriate correspcmdence couises to nnet the particular
needs of mathematics teachers who cannot attend campus classes.
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small schools thkn they appear to be in medium size or large schools
With this in mind, the group has focused on problems as they exist
in small schools, and has given illustrations of possible solutions
geared to problem situations in the school& The problems identi-
fled, and the solutions suggested do not necessarily preclude some ap-
plimbility to the larger schools.

TIE KNIT

Problem Situation 1.Lack of understanding by teachers and ad-
winistrators that there is an imperative need for extensive reeduca-
tion and that additional content covering the newer concepts of
mathematics must be leaned.

Suckeated Solutions.--The group's discussion on the first problem
situation which they identified resulted in the following suggested
solutions

Identify knowledgeable perm's in the Geld at mathematics to mesent
the nature of the problem, data and materials to matimmatics teachass
and other faculty mmbers, including superintaidents and reiwipals.

2. Establish regional conferences sponsored by mu% oronisatices as State
mathematics associations, National ()midi of Teacinrs of Matimematics,
Mathematical Association of America, American Mathematical Society,
State colleges and universities, and State departments at education, in
order to examine and discuss the evolving new content in mathematics.

8. Promote programs which 'Novi& for the study of the evolving new
centres@ in mathematks at professional institutes, State conventicats, and
meetings of school administrators.

4. Read and circulate among matImmaks teachers the newsletters and
pamphlets isstutd by gremps now sponiwring curriculum revision&

5. Provide mathematics teachers with adequate supplies and equipment for
inset-vice programs.

6. Urge the establishment of a clearinghouse at tlua area college to provide
services and faculty resources to assist school mathematics teachers in
finding solutions to their preeemdcatal piobleins. A college star member
dioukl be assigned by t.tim) cake* to discharge this revolt/ability.

Problem Situation I.--Abeence of a well-defined mathematics cur-
riculum K-12, designed approximately according to content and grade
placement.

Suggested 8olutions.-Flve suggested solutions came , out of the
discussions on the second prublem situation

1. Reexantine. local mathematics varriculums In light of current wevosals
by groups such IS OMMillik. on MatImmtatles (Whoa Ektrance
Isamination Board, Box 502, Prineaton, NJ), Univeneity of
Committee on Schwa Mathematics (University a Illinois Press, Urbana),
School Mathematics Study Gnaw (Drawer 2502-A, Tale Statkm, New
Haven, Conn.); Univerdty of Maryland Mathematics Program (Col-
lege of Education, University a Maryland, Oolleet Park, MAL), and
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cows. Organize local, county, and State study groups making maxi-mum use of college, State and other professional cmusuitatga.

2. For eact secmgkry school, establish a professional mathematics 'Unary,itwluding books and instructional materials such as those recommendedby the groups above.
& Encourage mEnnbership and participation in local, State, and Nationalpratessimal mathanatics organizations.
4. Read and study the magazines and other publications at professionalmathematics organisations, especially those published by the NationalCouncil of Teachers of Mathematics (1201--16th Street NW., Washington6, D.C.).
5. Elwourage Informal intefachool visitations teachers, especially toschools where experimental projects in mathematics are underway.

Problem Situation S.The need for continuous anticipation and
study of the emerging curriculum patterns in mathematics.

Suggested Solution.---The group arrived at one overall suggested
solution for the third problem situatim

Obtain evaluation reports of the pilot projects proposed by the groupsnamed in Solution 1 ot Problem Situation 2
Problem Situation 4.The inadequate preparation of many cur-rently employed mathematics teachers not only for the traditional

content of the subject, but also especially for the emerging content.
Suggested Solutions.The group's five suggested solutions for thefourth problem situation follow below

14 Encourage matheanatiat teachers to apply for scholarships to attendthe academie-year and summer mathematics institutes of the NationalMews Foundation and those sponsored by private industries.
2. Read and study the 24th yearbook ("Tim Growth of Mathematical Ideas,Grades K-12") at Tbs Nationstl Council of Teachers of Mathematic&(11w couwilts 2341 yearbo*, "Insights Into Modern Mathematics."may be used as a empplement to the study of the 24th.)
a Study, individually or In snail croups, the matmatals recommended fora preessional matlwenatics library in Solution 2 of Problem Situation 2
4. Emmrage tea/Ames to attend summer sessions or inservice workshopsorganhod by local wave and plamwd especially for mathematicsteachers.
& Consult the State department of education for information about theTV matImmuttics program "Contimmtal Classroom.

Problem Situation 5.--The lack of instructors at college oncampusand offcampus centers.
Suggested Solution8.---The following suggested solutions for Prob-

lem Situation 5 repreeent the group's thinking:
1. Investigate the possibility of having visitations by representatives of theMathematical Association of America under the High School VisitingLecturer Program.
2. 'Amour's. calks's, and the State department a education to providecamelhairs services and Thai* lecture's In nuttimemtics.
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8, Encourage continued cocconstion by timy State decartment edutsticns
and the U.8. Office of Education in sumAying consultative writes.

4. Urge college administrators and beads a maws =unmake (kviart-
mots to recognize that an enungerwy exists and to same menbeve a
the mathematics departments to take ms acklitional workloads in in-
service wogrma, with appropriate mum/Nation, antetligait disk
cretIon in taking any such actim is d course recomnunickbd.)

Problem Situation 6.Insufficient personnel having the mithuslasm
and dedication necessary to promote insarvice education for mathe-
matics teachers.

Suggested Soluhoms.Five solutions to the sixth prob-
lem situation emergred from the group's discussions

I. Entourage the State departnmut eft:sat:Rs and colleges to mepare
and distribute to schools lists of competent personnel haring enthusiasm
rd dedication, who would be availaige to prcnnae Disservice education
Jim mat er&

2. Urge teachers and administrators to write to Um State department
education fm lists competsmit advisory persmnid.

& Appeal to dinctors 0( cakee and universiti extemisms activity. for Nap
In identifyisw problimns in tIms math:mattes curriculum at ttw local
level, and invfte tiwir attention and Ink) in prmnotim and oring
inservice eft:attain.

AL Utilise tim Waits of many peAge in imperristwy ways for momotin&
inservice edwatim.

& Enlist the takedls of ettpavvisms who show dedication to the cause a
Inger/rice mathematics education.

PPObient Situation 7.--Tix3 need for reexaminatitxt and gradual up-
grading for permanent certificatim of mathanatics teachers.

Suggested Solutions.--Tim grtxtp suggested fair solutiws to meet
the seventh problem situatim:

1. Promote cooperatim .moat the State tkipartmet of edwatica, colleges
sad univeritties, teacher-edhcathm poem, and profession:a-standards
groups for the purpose a nmetirg tU problem.

2. EanOsasise inservks edwatices wawa= as a maws by which maims-
malice teselxwn can bsconw couslilied fcw permasmsnt cestificatke.

& Enema& permOtiatty certHled **whiny to continsm tbegr mod)' ad*
evolvizq sww materials in mathematic&

4. Ihscourage colleges, during tIms current sanergexy, to amidst in cestilka-
tices upgrading by twovkling credit mines particularly suited to the
weds at natimenatics teachers, even though these comas are not at the
=Kong seiteupporting.

PrWent Bituation lees-than-optimum use of matimatics

Suggeited 8oloution.--The discussion group had one general solu-
tion to oft* for Problem Situation 8

In this enrgesx7. assign competent natbematka teachers to teat* matin-
s:Wks rather than assignift Om to beech otinr iniWets at to take cm
duties which might be Maned emu, mu by 4Abilr ingsomel.
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53Problem Situation 9.Unwise assignments of nmmathematics per-9onnel to teaching mathematic&

Suggested Solution.The group also had one general solution toProblem Situation 9:
Assign teikeixel who are ban qualified in nonniathanatics fields to teach
classes in their imeetanties rather than dames in mathematic&Problem Situation /O.Inadequacy of funds to pay for inservicemathematics education.

Suggested Sohdivn,----The group's overall suggestion for meetingthe MI problem situation was the following:
Provide yearly budget allammts Am' continuous inserrice education pro-
grama. (Sek fun& from various sources if the school itself canna pm/ride
them.)

Problem Situation 11. Failure to recognize that inservice educationshould be caitinuou&
Suggested Solution.,The general solution emerging from thegroup's discussion was the following:

lielbedub, inserriee Mutistion activities as a regular part of the sellooi
program.

Problem Situation M.The inadequacy of the mathematics pro-gram to challenge realistically all levels of students' abilitie&Suggested Solutions.---The following two suggested solutions toProblem Situation 12 came out of the group's discussions:1. Study ways and means of adapting teaching and administrative pro-
cedures, instructim materials, etc., to the abilities and maturity levels
of individual students.

2. ncourage taknited students to attend regular claims in advancedmathematics at the local college.
Problem Situation 13.A shortage of well-prepired high schoolmathematics teachers to teach the evolving new subject matter anda thortage of college teachers to give the necessary inservice educa-tion counes.

Suggested Solutietikt.---Three suggemed solutions of the discussiongroup for the 13th prablem situation are the following:L Fknploy retired military perstmuud who bare the necestary COMpetencies
in mathematics and who have taken training to teach.2. EinNoy mothers wimp. childrtm bare grown up. Train time wenwhile they teach, increasing their salaries as they acquire miniumand adenoma trabft,

3. Explore the toe of teadilsg =whims, tape-recorded learsom tdevisksMins, and °Um slmfar &mks&
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1. Local school systems should take leadership in providing for in-
service education teadlers. Present practims reflevi a transitional
stage between initial orientation and intensive study. Emphasis
should shift away from orientation to intensive study of specific
courses and their underlying mathematical concepts.
2. The local superintendent should take responsibility for the vp-
tinuance of the inswvice program as well as for its initiation.
3. An essential provision for suck-Nef6ful inservice of tftlehellit is em-
ployment of a qualified coordinator.
4. General plans for inservice improvement should be presente41 to
all teachers of a school system at a meeting.
5. dinars on subject matter direclly related to the mathematics
to be taught in School clams are valuable for in.w.rvice improvemmt
of teachers.
6. Teachers should be given the opportunity to observe a master
teacher at work in the classroom as he presents the new material.
7. Teachers wild be guided in reading about content changes and
improved methods of terming.
8. Local industries may be solicited for assistance in providing fa-
cilities for inservice improvement of teachers.
9. Teachers' salaries should be increased as a means of keeping the
teachers in the profession and of encouraging them to undertake self-
improvement,
10. As a means of becoming informed about the applications of mathe-
matics, teachers should be encouraged to spend summers working in
industries and research laboratories.
11. National Science Foundation institutes and similar programs ef-
fectively supplement local programs for inservice imiSrovement.
12. College credit courses given to local groups of teachers can ef-
fectively contribute to inservice improvement
13. A traveling consultant from the mathematics staff in the State
department of education can assist in inservice improvement.
14. Correspondence study courses are a means of inservice improve-

.ment of teachers.
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15. The following or similar topics could make up a program of N-minute lectures providing Tie orientation and sme intensive in-oe education for mathemati3 teaclen3:

A new look at the rnatiwmaties a rradeit 10,11,12.
Mathemattft-1 content for grades 7 and Ek including number hasm Rysternsnumeratim, modular arithmetic, and programs for average and below-ay-ewe student&
Arithmetic and its generalizatima.
Geometry and statigtio3 for grades 7, R, 9.
Sets---basic definitimm
Sets in elementary algebra.
Deductions and structure of a first course in georneiryThe use a coordina t in a first course in geometry.An introduction to abstract algebra.
Mathematics for trade 1,

16. Teachers who have participated in summer or academic-year in-stituti should be given an opportunity to put into practik-v what theyhave learned. The experiences will help the to her to grow andwill also benefit other gathers in the same syaem.
17. Lecture programs financed by the National Science Foundationand organized by the Mathematical A*lociation of America are aneffective means of in service improvement of teachers.

Our school systems, as probably never before in their history, arefacing the immense task of finding and retaining qualified mathe-matics teachers. They are beset with the rapidly expanding birthrate of the 2oth century, with the preying demand of government,business, and society to teach more mathematics, and with the rapidAs one means of attacking tiv3 problem of personnel, local schoolsystems need to look to teacher inservice education. Present practicesin inservice education reflect a transitional stage between initialorientation and intensive study. A few years ago it was necessaryto help teachers reeognize: (a) The existence of xecommendationssuch as those of the College Examination Board's Commission onMathematics, and (b) the increasing development of experimentalprograms such as the program of the Univwsity of Illinois Com-mittee on School Mathematics, the University of Maryland programfor grades 7 and 8, and the program of the School MathematicsStudy Group.
Many mummities have passed through this era of orientation inwhich it is of primary importance to help teachers understandpoint of view of contenporary reommendations and proposed contentmaterials. Orientation is an important first step in any inseevieseducation program, but the primary empliaths should lift as rapidly
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as amble intenve study of mum* &nd their underlying
mathematical concpt&

Not only does the inadequately prepareli mathematics teacher re
quire inservice education ; but also the experiextml tesx_her, who has
not attended a wilwe mathematics class for a number of years and
is therefore only vaueJy aware of modern mathematical develop
mts, also requires in9ervice education.

The principal mponsityility for provi cv program
rft4s with the loo school system. Each local svi44m has its own
unique problems, which it is more intereAed in sc ring than are any
other institutions or orzanizations. The local board of education
must therefore take the leadership in stAting up and carrying throigh
an adequate inservim program for its maüwmaties teaciws. Thi
superintendent, as the board's professional executive, new to make his
oanviction and enthusiann for such a program clearly evident to the
board members, who will be asked to approve the policy framework
to the program; and also to the adminiArators, npervisars, and
teachers, who will be directed to carry out the plans. Thme 1t
must understand, first by the ivrogrun is needed and, second w
is eath persan's retqpontyilty for its suckv.sful execution.

The leadership of the board of education and the mperintandent
although abstllutely nek-Aesllary to initiating the pt, bone
even more crucial in the continuing operation of the program. The
principals, superviKns, and mathematics teachers will mei immedi
ately to any diminishing interest on the part of the board and suer-
intendent, and the program will 9Don become without sub6tanoe,
Discouragwnent and frustzation will be the teAteters'

Obviously, in.service teacher education can be carried out in different
ways. Among those ways are the following three:

1. The local ayatnn may inaugurate a program which does not require
cooperation from any State or National organization.

2. The program may depend upcm cooperation with the State department
of educate ot a State or local institutim of higher education.

& The program may dewed cm or use the cooperation of national grcnips
and cabganisatima

Lac* locoweed Program

The inservice education of mathmatics teachers should begin at
home, that is, in the local school system or region, without necessarily
seeking participation from National or State agencies or from col-
leges or universities. No one plan can mot the special needs of
every local group of mathematics tftchers. Local groups probably
differ as much in their readinees for improvement in mathematics
education as do the children in a heterogeneous clam of 'a-grade
matiumatica.
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assigning problems and dealing with them at the next meeting of
the group; and giving references for supplementary reading and
study.

A third practice that has much value is to provide released time
for teachers during the school day to observe a master teacher
demonstrate with school students the teaching of experimental course
lessons. If the master teacher can follow the demonstration by dis-
cussing with the observers the rationale of his teaching acts and
can answer questions, the benefits to the observers will be increased.

Another type of experience that will improve the teachers' inserv-
ice preparation is the provision, at frequent and regular intervals,
of released time during the schoolday for group meetings devoted
to the study and development of the mathematics curriculum.

Group meetings are important in these times, when it is not un-
common for changes to be made in one part of the curriculum with-
out reference to what precedes and what follows. A curriculum that
has yawning gaps and excessive overlapping is a poor curriculum.

Finally, having mathematics teachers at different grade and sub-
ject levels look at the curriculum as a whole is more likely to develop
group solidarity and an esprit de corps than sole reliance on sporadic,
individual experimentation.

Membership on a textbook selection committee is one method of
providing a teacher with a knowledge of the new content and ideas
in mathematics. In order to judge the relative merits of a number
of competing textbooks, the teacher must become acquainted with the
mathematics contained in each of them. Since an increasing number
of books are being produced, frequently embodying many of the
proposals of the various study groups working in mathematics, the
teacher often must do some independent study if he is to make an
intelligent appraisal. The natural consequence of this is to broaden
the teacher's knowledge and understanding of some of the new
trends in mathematics. .

Many teachers unprepared to teach the new concepts of mathe-
matics which are beginning to be taught at the secondary level are
handicapped because they do not know what to read and study in
order to correct their deficiencies; or, if they know, they do not have
readily at hand the requisite source and reference materials. Hence,
it is highly desirable for each school system to proyide guides for
individual teacher reading in mathematics. To be of maximum
benefit, such a guide should include specific references and should
list the topics recommended for study. If this program is to be
really effective, each school system should provide and have this
reference study material readily available.

Federal and State support for improvement of science and mathe-
matics education has been growing and is very helpful, but, as al.
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ready emphasized, these efforts alone cannot do the job. More basic
to the success of the overall program is local support, and one very
effective method is to interest local industries in supplying expert
assistance or financial aidor even both, if possible. Support from
local industries would undoubtedly be a powerful stim-ulus for local
teachers to participate actively in the program.

The low salaries of teachers compared to the salaries of other
professional persons have been well publicized. In mathematics it
is well known that many competent teachers have found it necessary
or desirable to change to better paying occupations. One of the
ways to increase the salaries of teachers and thereby to help keep
them in the profession is to employ them on a contract covering more
than the customary months of service. This additional time could
be used advantageously for curriculum development and inservice
education. The increased knowledge and proficiency gained by the
teachers and the resulting benefit to the children would amply justify
the additional expense.

A common complaint about the teaching of mathematics is that
it is based solely on the knowledge that the teacher has gained from
books and from formal education. Too often teachers are unfa-
miliar with the applications of mathematics to science and industry.
An excellent remedy for this lack is for local industries which use
mathematics in their engineering, production, and research processes
to employ mathematics teachers during the summer months. Not
only will the teachers get new insights into mathematics and how it
can be applied, but the experience will likely provide the stimulus
for further study as the need becomes evident. Furthermore, the
teachers will be better able to motivate the pupils as a result of being
able to speak from direct experience rather than from hearsay.

Cooperating Programs

The necessity for national upgrading in any specialized subject
like mathematics is usually a reflection of the deficiencies existing
at State levels. The responsibility for correcting the deficiencies is
therefore primarily the task of the State department of education and
local school districts.

In fulfilling this obligation, the State utilizes its own special offices
in the particular field, the local resources of trained personnel in the
subject, and the existing professional centers of education whose
work will insure implementation of the program in the future.
National assistance in the form of Federal funds, materials, personnel
training, etc. is intended to supplement and not to substitute for in-
dividual State initiative. The following cooperative activities on

588566-61-5
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the State level can reasonably be expected as the first steps for improv-
ing the mathematics curriculum.

eseigt-Credit his
IC"

The State and private institutions of higher education, with com-
petent professional mathematicians, are in a position to train teachers
in various mathematical fields. Special courses must be carefully
planned for those teachers whose background education did not in-
clude the elements of today's mathematic& For those teachers who
have recently graduated and who possess some familiarity with the
new mathematical concepts, advanced courses should be developed
to supplement their college work.

College credit should be given for the mathematics courses for
teacher inservice education. However, since many of these courses
will not be listed as regular offerings for the usual M.A. and M.S.
degrees, the credits can be applied to degrees such as the "master of
arts" or the "master of sicence in the teaching of mathematics"
(M.A.T., S.T.) . In special OMEN where individual colleges do not
give credit, the State department of education could recognize the
courses as fulfilling some of the certification requirements.

Instruction could be held on the college or university campus. In
some cases it might be preferable (because of the distance or time
element involved) to have the instruction in one of the centrally
located buildings of the school system. In 1958 and 1959 Montclair
State College (New Jersey) provided ten 90-minute lectures for
teachers of the schools belonging to the Metropolitan School Study
Council. The were curriculum-survey session& The program is
briefly described below in order to suggest some of the specific topics
that can be covered in such sessions (undoubtedly there are many other
topics of equal value)

Orientation, a new look at grades 10, 11, and 12.
2. Mathematical content for grades 7 and 8 including number bases, systems

of numeration, modular arithmetic, and programs for &Towage and
below-average students.

8. Arithmetic and its generalisations.
4. Geometry and statistics for grades 7, 8, and 9.
5. Bets--basic definitions.
6. Sets in elementary algebra.
7. Deductions and the structure of a first course in geometry.
8. Coordinates in a first course In geometry.
9. An introduction to abstract algebra.

10. Mathematics for grade 12 (preparation for calculus).

The above-mentioned oriaatation program was accompanied by an
inservice study program that consisted of 6 full days during which the
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teachers worked on materials for classroom use. The sessions were
held on schooldays spaced at intervals of about 2 weeks. The teachers
were released from their classes for this study program.

Cortifiosto-beewal Cimrsos

Problems of teacher certification are frequently local, varying
greatly from region to region. One immediate use that can be made
of the special credit courses in mathematics is for certificate renewal.
An attempt should be made to require credit courses for certificate re-
newal in the particular subject matter which forms the major portion
of the teacher's class instruction. For teachers of mathematics, the
special mathematics courses could carry credit for certificate renewal
in those cases where the credits are not directed toward an academic
degree.

Travoift Wootton

Unification of a school system's mathematics program might be
achieved by a mathematics consultant traveling under the auspices
of the State department of education. Such a consultant should be
a trained mathematician (preferably of professorial rank) rather
than a member of the administrative staff of the State department
of education. The specific task of the consultant would be to visit
regularly the various schools of a system. He would give lectures
on special topic in contemporary mathematics, advise teachers in the
selection of text material, suggest procedures or methods of teaching,
keep teachers informed of contemporary trends and new develop-
ments in mathematics, etc.

In regions where no provision can be made for teachers to attend
special credit courses in mathematics at a college or university, the
traveling consultant is perhaps the next best solution to the problem
of teacher inservice education in mathematics.

Te levishme Courses

For States where college credit courses would not be available and
where a traveling consultant's activities would be limited, an effective
inservice training program could be organized on television. Written
material for teacher study should form an interral part of such a
program. An examination would Be given at the end of each lec-
ture series. Credits for successful completion of a series could be
applied toward certification renewal.

Where television facilities are not readily available, correspondence
courses might be offered, with units developed under the auspices
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of the State department of education or the local college. Each
course would consist of units to be completed by the teacher, cor-
rected by the college staff, and returned to the teacher. An enmina-
tion would be given at the end of each course. Credit could be ap-
plied toward one of the special college degrees in teacher inservice
education or accepted by the State for teacher certification renewal.

ilatised-Level Cospordisi

Many activities in the areas of curricular revision, course content
development, and teacher inservice education at the national levelare receiving substantial monetary support from various sources, in-
eluding the Federal Government, private industry, and educational
foundation& A school system can derive maximum benefit from
these activities by giving strong encouragement to its mathematics
teachers and supervisors to participate. This encouragement can take
several forms : Encouraging individual teachers and supervisors to
become acquainted with these national efforts and encouraging them
to take an active part in the activities, furnishing financial aid to the
participating teachers to supplement any support offered by the pro-
grams, and, most important, recognizing the teachers' efforts after
ward by giving them full opportunity to make use of the experiences
in their own and in working with their colleagues. Specific
instances of ways in which maximum use can be made of the national
programs are suggested below.

A school system can select some of its promising young teachers,
as well as its key teachers and mathematics supervisors, and encourage
them to apply for participation in the seminars and workshops con-
ducted by such groups as the School Mathematics Study Group, the
University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics, and the
University of Maryland Mathematics Program.

The school system can relieve these teachers from some portion of
their teaching duties, or especially their extracurricular duties, to
enable them to ixirticipate in these national efforts as members of
writing teams or v3 participants in conferences and workshops. But
for the dedicated teacher, it is most important that he be allowed to
make use of the experiences thus obtaimd in his classroom work and
in his school program generally.

Similarly, teachers who have participated in National Science
Foundation Institutee--summer, inservice, or academic year--should
be given every encouragement to build upon this background. Time
teachers who have not had meet refresher work or those who desire
advanced training, should be encotwaged to attend. EneouragPeme*
in the form of college credit and travel allowance) is often given to
teachers to attend university inservke programs which meet late
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afternoons or on Saturdays. The gam' syston can give further
strong encouragement through adjusted duty schedules so that the
teachers will have =fileient time for study and keson pniptration

Many secondary school mathematks teachers and some npervisors
are enabled to spend a full sabbatical year in advanced mathematics
study through the Academic Year Institutes of We National Science
Foundation. About 700 are currently participaing, many of them
at a great personal sacrifice because of the cost of moving their fami-
lia and the fact that stipends do not match their regular salaries
or their combined family incomes. The local board of education
can provide material assistance in the form of supplementary salary
grants. Frequently this is possible by awarding the teacher on leave

, the difference between his salary and that of a substitute. The board
also can help the teacher by making provision for his continued mem-
berahip in the pension fund during his absence. Through these bens-
fits and through a liberal policy of granting leave of absence without
loss of status the board can assure that the teacher will want to remain
in the local system.

School systems should take advantage of the lecture programs
sponsored by the National Science Foundation and conducted by the
Mathematical Association of America and by the various State
academies of science. These provide mathematicians who will lecture
to students or meet with teachers to discuss mathematics and mathe-
matics education.

The American Association for the Advancement of Science, under
a grant from the National Science Foundation, maintains a travel-
ing library of mathematics books for high school use. Teachers and
librarians should become familiar with this collection. A list of the
books, together with similarolists of books suitable for elementary
school use, is available from the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science.

A local school system can organize small teacher study groups
which will use the Commission on Mathematics' materials or other
similar materials in connection with their own curricular effort&

Teachers and supervisors should be encouraged to belong to the pro-
fessimal organizations in the field of mathematics teaching, such as
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and the Mathe-
matical Association of America. Opportunities should be made avail-
able for them to attend meeting of the NCTIf and meetings of its
affiliated State councils, or the sectional meetings of the MAA, which
are increasingly being devoted to topics of interest to high school
teacher&

"The Continental classroom", which has presented to a nation-
wide TV audience early morning classes in physics and chemistry,
has provided similar classes in mathematics with emphasis on teach-
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ing the subject. Teachers should be encouraged to participate in any
related educational programs and given appropriate recognition for
completion of a course.

The ultimate importance of these national efforts is, of come, in
their eventual application at the local level. By enabling their
teachers and supervisors to make optimum use of the available op-
portunities under the best possible conditions and by following up
with opportunities and freedom for the participants to make use of
the knowledge gained, local school systems can reap maximtun
benefits.

taunted Panama

Now is an opportune time to initiate forms of action which will
take advantage of recent proposals for renovating the mathematics
curriculum. It is possible to base inservice education programs on
the intensive study of instruction materials which will ultimately be
presented in the classroom. One fruitful method is comprised of
the following steps:

1. Select a single course for intensive study, such as ninth-grade algebra.
2. Select instruction materials for this course as prepared by the Universityof Illinois Committee School Mathematics, the Ball State Teachers

College Program, etc. The entire mathematics staff should then studythe materials intensively, for one reason became the materials contain
commentaries for teachers to use in explaining and amplifying thestudents' textbook.

3. Devote at least one semester, and preferably 1 year, to study ot the mate-rials selected. The study ins should be of approximately 2 hours'duration, at least once a week, and at a time convenient for all membersof the mathematics staff. The staff should regard these seaskons as anopportunity to understand the new materials in relation to the total
mathematics program : Discussing the student textbook, topic bp topic ;solving the problems ; constructing tentative tests and examinations ;and carefully studying the related teachers' commentary.

4. Have a qualified consultant work with the mathematics staff during thepreliminary study sessions and throughout the first year of classroom
presentation of the materials.

Junior high school teachers may apply the same procedures to a
study of recent materials for grades 7 and 8. Senior high school
teachers may also discover that these materials have important con-
notations for pupils who are now assigned to the general mathematics
sequence.

Another effective course of action pertains to the need for more
advanced mathematics in high school for mathematically gifted
pupils. For example, the advanced placement program requires that
a course in the calculus be provided for gifted pupils in grade 12.
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Generally speaking, there are two conditions for the effective presen-
tation of such a course

L An effective sequence of courses leading to the calculus should be estab-
lished in grades 7 through 11.

2 The teacher should he adequately prepared for teaching such a course.
Local universities and colleges should provide appropriately designed
refresher courses in the calculus and related areas for those teachers
who are to present the subject in grade 12.

Films may be used as an aid in inservice education. They can
bring to a group of teachers expositions of subjects carefully pre-
pared by teachers who have special interest both in the field and in
teaching. However, films are no substitute for college consultants

Many desirable and very different initial orientation programs are
now in effect; many desirable and very different intensive inservice
education programs are also possible. The following questions and
answers may be helpful in appraising the relative merits of different
types of programs for particular schools and situations.

What sources can help the need for teacher inservice education to be
felt more keenly?

a. Local agencies.
b. Outside agmcies.

2. What means are available for initiating the inservice edumition
a. Consultants.
b. Finance&

& How can the following types of organization contribute to an isservioe
education program?

a. Local or district seminars with internal leadership.
b. Seminars with occasional or regular participation by consulting

mathematicians.
c. Formal university extension classes.
d. Television or film instruction.
e. Home study courses.

4. What kind of materials are most relevant?
a. Experimental classroom materials (e.g., School Mathematics Study

(group, etc.).
b. Reference books such as the yearbooks of the National Council of

Teachers of Mathematics.
c. Films and filmstrips.

5. What is a reasonable time schedule for intensive inservice edatoatioo
6. What things can facilitate the teachers' individual study?

a. Library materials.
b. Teaching machine&
c. Study guides.
d. Films.
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1. Learning the new mathematics is neceasary part of a teacher's
activities.
2. A good inservice education program serves the needs of all perms
concerned with instruction Teachers, supervisors, administrators.
8. A good inservice program is continuous.
4. Large school systems have many opportunties to provide effective
inservice education by means of conferences, panel discussions, reports,
workshops, library facilities, and institutes.
5. Formal and informal study groups provide inservice education of
high order.
6. Independent reading and study are excellent means for achieving
individual teacher improvement&
'T. Inservice education programs need to be evaluated carefully.
8. Curriculum evaluations and revisions provide good inservice im-
provement experiences.
9. Experimentation with new materials and methods provides oppor-
tunities for inservice growth.
10. Demonstration lessons followed by discussions contribute to in-
service improvements.
11. Professional teacher organizations exist mainly to provide oppor-
tunities for inservice educational improvements.
12. Each State department of education should assume active leader-
ship in inservice improvement of teachers.
18. Each State department of education should have on its staff a
consultant in mathematics who can provide specialized help for in-
service education programs.
14. New York State has taken the lead in providing television and
kinescopic films.

66
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Continous learning of new mathematics by secondary school mathe-
matics teachers is an essential tart of their professional activities.
Today, this is more important than ever before, due to the vast changes
which have taken place in both the content and the spirit of mathe-
matics during the past few decades.

The many ways by which the mathematics teacher can stay abreast
of the new content and methods include group study as well as indi-
vidual efforts in learning and transferring content and method into
el av_room practice.

The basic purposes of inservice programs for terra are achieved
only if the end result is that students learn more mathematics. That
is, the success of the programs is nwasuted by the benefits the gudenta
derive from improved mathematics instrudim.

It is possible to identify a numbez of general characteristics of a
good inservice program that contribute to its suedes& It is neassary
that all the features of any one program should revolve about a cen-
tral Purpose ; that is to provide such new insights into mathematical
concepts that the teachers will be able to translate the new knowledge
into classroom pradice.

When enumerating and discussing ways in which teachers may
keep abreast of mathematical developments pertinent to mathematics
teaching, one must recognize that the teachers mua, be given financial
support and released time. The sources of financial support are gen-
erally centered in private and government foundations, State depart-,
meats, county systems, and local systems. The local administrators
should recognize their obligations to provide terra with released
time from professionally irrelevant tasks in order to keep up in vital
professional activities.

ksirailh fkgssizein hams

No single ideal or best organization pattern for teacher inservice
education exists, of c01111313. Some possible patterns, however, are
suggested below

1. *woes or seminars offered for credit bp

a. Collage and university instructors in perm.
D. College and universit7 instructors via television. (Outside founda-

tions, universities, State dvartmats, cw strong local efforts may
finance tbe mums.)
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2. Noncredit courses or seminars offerixl by university instructors andfinanced by
a. City, county, or State_
b. Natimal Defense Education Act.
c, Foundations (National Science Foundation, Carnetrie, Fo etc.).
d. Organizations (A.wlociation for Computing Machinery. etc )

3. Academic year fellowships offered by National Science Foundation.
4. Fellowships for summer study offered by

a. National Scienoe Foundation.
b. General Electric.
c. &Aso.
d. Shell Foundation.
e. Others.

5. Departmental meetings, with lectures, panel discussions, or reportson such subjects as
a. The work of the School Mathematics Study Group or a the Oom-

mission on Mathexua tics (College Entrance Examination Rom)h. The University of Maryland Mathematics Project (UMMar Jr.
11.8.

c. How the new mathematics is affecting standardi zed testing.
d. Special projects.
e. Yearbooks and other publications (National Council of Teachers

of Mathematics and others).
f. "Modern" mathelnatles.
g. Gifted students of mathematics.
h. Correlation of mathematics and ience.
L Uses of mathematics in industries.

C. One- or two-day conference*1

a. Talks by outside speakers, consultants, or visiting lecturers.
b. Discusaion groups to correlate the work of elementary and serond-

ary schools.
c. Cooperative diwussions with representatives of high schools and

colleges.
d. Reports and discussions of curriculum experiments.
e. Study groups led by

teachers who have served on curriculum committer.
teachers who have special interests or have made special

investigations.
teachers who have had recent training in institutes.
supervisors.

f. Reviews and discussions of new mathematics books.
g. Discussion groups on pertinent problems in mathematics education.h. Community resources.
I. Study and discussion of the development of mathematical concepts.J. Use of learning aids.

7. Informal study groups working together on specific problems of
mathematical Instruction, such ao--

a. The place of proof in junior high sehooL
b. The place of proof in algebra.
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et of rigor in gecnnetxy.
do The place of solid geometry in the hi h school um.
e. The oteleastanturdftell taste In eTaluating Inatructioa.

8. Workshops (1 or more weeks) devoted -to such activities 110----

Studsying du, new inetrtbetional materlabi.
b. Vklwing and erakiatliw rattheassties aro.
c Viewing demonstration teaching with followup disc-tualm.
d. Studying particular areas pf mathematic&
e. Studying new mathematic* test&
f. Dereioping materials for special groups of

remedial ) .

g. Investigating pr.acticeA in other school systems.

Work on clmamitteas cAlncernoci with such projects As
a. Selecting standardised teats.
b. ET/L1111Lting and testing in the inatiumna.tice department proper.-

ing testa. Iwiigng in c<wrecting, intapreting remits)
c. Setting up criteria for selectim of textbooks.
d. Selecting textboolui.

Selexting learning skis, such aa thus, models, inatmenta.t Currie-al= study and moduction.
I. Sciemce and mathematics fairs.
h. Ms theme ties contests and aim. competitions
L Planning programs for mathematics club&
j. Planning matimnatics classrooms in new schools.
L Ma themetks imecentatime on educatkmal tektrision.
L Preparing bibliognphies for we by other teachers.

C*Ilecting and/or preparing career guidance material in matbeinstIca.n. Planning work for special groups c students ( talented. slow, etc.).0. :rte sttuly guides for teachers, such as bibliographies, glow
&Aries of the vocabulary and symbolism of the new matbematica.

10. Tri p). to places of mathematical interest such as "digital computes'
centers."

11. Participation in the work of mathernatixtal organisations (Mathew
maticaL Association of America, National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics).

laservics Program Sem Wig PAK*:

1. The central theme of a program should be "mathenuities and fta
teaching."

2. Mat/um:sties teachers shmtld play key roks in structuring their inservke
educatimi petograpy.

a. Gentdmi =wort b. administrators is essential : It should grow out of
Mgr Were.* in tnypiiiorting teatime' efforts.

4. Wad and d planningst activities by essential.
5. Plum for a program should take Into account the competesu** and in-

dividual differeewes of Out tem:there for whim the jAvopam is in
S. A (Ousts cesdattve to a fries into te ideas awl viewpcd*s
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Eraluation programs should be carefully
suits should be useAl tri planning other prtvris

a A v-ariety of tett' and profes.iioaal book tistructic 1 materials
should be eerily act-eAsible t tmclers,

and condtletted.

9. Teach-era improved twupotenee through
prclrams should be mftected in prcimatioms
of reo(Lgni Gan

10_ Intrinsic a_nd qt_tic inc tiveo for (-hers' particlottion should t*
rovided_

11= All pcwible ec1uc t rsl and lnit trifl t ur ttbould be
fullest went

trtidpboll in
in pa and In tithe foryas

Vu4s-t
Is the workbop related to the nt-iNE-4 m and prcitt
the teAlche_rs

as a., mi.-

I las thexe been adeAriate pr-eplanning
a_ Is the work&hop con41ucte41 under et_Irnpett-NIt and in-

formeid leiader-Khip?__
t Are the nek-ertxftry tens. and facilities made avail=

OA, am- MC

Don. the tec=hera feel they oftn u in their own cl
the background and skills de=velopeA in the work.hi)i),

6. Do the toAchers have an opportunity to report prat-Ili:1v
and outetAnes to other staff members7_ _ _

7. Are administrators invited to participate ?_ s _________
a Is attention given to self-evaluation by the partici-

pants?__ "IOW - Ma- -= -4- INV - 4111"W LW-

Role of tits L e SchoW System

a=1.-=2041 111......1-.r

The large school system offers unique opportunitios for insvrvice
teacher eklucation. Its limiter pographic area facilitates ready
communication and affords homogeneous conditions. The industries
of a city interact with the eklucational system to give teachers both
stimulation and wrvice. The city or area colleges make formal
courses possible and furnish an atmosphere conducive to continuous
study. Large_ schools can permit greater flexibility among their fac-
ulty, and thus allow releal time for inservice eaucation. The large
community population makes it easier for schools to find qualified sub-
stitutes for this purpose. The big student bodies make it possible
to have not only homogeneous grouping and a greater variety of
courses but also better formal and informal research on curriculum,
methods, and organization. Since great numbers of teachers are em-
ployed it is feasible and efficient to appoint department heads and
supervisors to assist with inservice education. Library facilities are
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usual y zooid in cities and large ----- f-4sv 111,St ant th
teachers to study individually or in grouph- more effoctively.

U

It)

pi in which the atiVantitgW of larg
insvrvr- edu anon are dekvribeid in

Alf

Diem s good !martial Program for I Lim School Systtio

ons

lia,,ically a gxxl invice training prow-Am thould b tune on 1

and &liould be the prvklikl of crifuUy coortlinaterd plan of organi
clty syerui every ativanta.ge

ze of teafinng st&L supervisorr
ion and atimintgraticen. In a

sahould be taken of factors Filth as
staff, curriculum. and guidance- pe_rwinnL

ru-wrarn dmgnod espeirially for mathematit- tader in die
Fo_condary sidiools will tak ogiz&nc of the manpower rictodi prob
lems of .4
and the Etat
attention sh-uld bt given to the problems of articulation between the
twondary hoo1 and the c_olle4" He_ncv, college admit-.ion reuire=
mentE arid the IA vanettd plaoement program 11*=_) e*Terve wrisiderat ion.

Although there can be no one b plan to tit the noeas of every
situatic)n a good inrvice pr--bgram may be deribeid as one that :

eve1opnient and trelas in the new mathematic
mathematiai ttche rs in the w_mmunity. Special

Encomidumeo the neerAls of ail pew-son4
matics in the scboo. Le, teischers., supery

I organised OD 111 all-whoa systmwide,
a* Is coordinated within satool levtAs (elemmtary, Junior high and higt

school ) and from one grade to the nert, through grade 12.

4. Is devovunental In that It is continuous and adjuaattie tt:
the chmaroom tea he_r and the changes in curriculum devWTment and
implementation.

5. Reeognts the individual differenceo among tt-schers, differences_ that
reds preeerrive training, length and variety of teacher erperiene.
and grasp of subject matter.

U teathing o mathe-
-rs and admininra

Stimulat*s wholepoche tefteha- growth and undww.anding of TAr1ots
viewpoints and competencies.

. Makes provision for teachers to play some part in setting up the pro-
gram of inservitv training (by survey-a, *Lineations., and expression of
weferewes).

& Is developed in an emotional cilmat, which inspires confidence in the
participants and indicates administrative support.

9. Takes into acootuit the needs and *Mlles of au the children ; the slow
learner, the retarded, the underachiever, the average, and the gifted.

10. Requires the leadership ot a competent and reminded administrator.
11_ Is closely integrated with the supervisory and guidance program of

the echo&
5$11644-41-4
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12. Develops a variety of approaches to teacher growth ( workshops, sem-
fiars, institutes, study groups, committee work).

13. Is Judged for its effectiveness at regular intervals through various
techniques of appraisal.

14. Draws upon the resources of the community, the colleges and univer-
gties, and the professional staff itself.

15. Is aware of the limitations on teacher time and daily load, and makes
reasonable adjustments for teachers participating in the program.

16. GiveS recognition and encouragement to active participants in the pro-gram in terms of promotional opportunities, financial remuneration,salary increases, and professional status.

Practices on City and County Levels

Inservice education programs on city and county levels are be-
coming more numerous. Beginning below, a few of these programs
are described in varying degrees of detail. There is no attempt to
make this section exhaustive.

The 1859-60 Mimi (Rae) Program

The Miami progriun was in the form of an institute supported by
the National Science Foundation. The funds provided by the Foun-
dation covered the cost of tuition and transportation for partioipat-
ing teachers.

The program consisted essentially of three phases : (a) courses
and seminars, (b) instructors' visits to high schools, and (c) special
lectures.

The courses, offered by the 'University of Miami, were as follows:
"Basic Concepts of Modern Mathematics"Symbolic Logic, Itro-
duction to the Theory of Groups (3 credits) "introduction to
Modern Algebra" (4 credits) ; "Number Systems and Elementary,'
Functi9ns"Elementary Thevy of Groups, Rings, Integral Domains,
Fields, and Isomorphisms (4 credits).

The seminar was on cur, iculum (one credit). Since a part of the
seminar was concerned with the problems of teaching mathematics
the instructor paid visits to several high schools in the city of Miami.

The special lectures were, the following : "The Contributions of
Geometry to Mathematics" (by R. L. Wilder), "The School of Mathe-
matics Study Group" (by E. G. Begle), and "Finite Projection
-Planes" (by A. A. Albert) .

In addition to institute participants, all mathematics teachers in
Dade County were invited to the lectures.
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The 1959 Program of Inservice Education for the Baltimore City
Schools is an example of what can be achieved through workshops
arranged for-both teacher and pupil participation.

A 6-week summer workshop was held on modern mathematics.
There were demonstration classes at both junior and senior high school
levels. Teachers observed these classes and then met together each
day for discussions of their observations, and for further study of
topics from modern mathematics. The two student groups were thirty
8th-grade and 9th-grade students and thirty 10th- and 11th -grade
students. Thirty mathematics teachers participated : 15 junior high
school and 15 senior high school.

The program for junior high school students was very similar in
nature to the University of Maryland Mathematics Project units for
grades 7 and 8.

The content for senior high school included elementary set theory,
structure of algebra, inequalities, number systems, and the nature of
proof in algebra.

The 6-week session proved beneficial to both students and teachers.
Some of the teachers who attended are currvatly conducting experi-
mental classes and others among them are enriching their regular
classes by introducing some of the modern methods and the new
content when it seems appropriate. The experience provided a spring-
board for some of the participating students to do further reading
and projects related to some of the new content introduced during
the summer session. Another significant sidelight is that "old guard"
teachers have seen a new interest in their students, and hence have
become more receptive to some of the new content and have enrolled
in an academic-year workshop similar to the summer workshop de-
scribed above.

In the academic-year workshop teachers met twice monthly from
October to May, at the various junior and senior high schools. The
workshop was designated as "A Content and Demonstration Class
in Modern Mithematics." Teachers participated by giving reports
on such topics as elementary group theory and the introduction to
Boolean algebra.

In Balti4nore County, groups of mathematics teachers have par-
ticipated in developing a program and in identifying content areas

'1k-where inservice instruction is needed. For example, one group set
up an advanced placement program for superior and gifted students.
The mathematics supervisor has provided inservice instruction by
speaking to teacher-student groups on "Simple Artin Braids as a
Nonconunutative Group" and "The Real Number System." Several
mathematics teachers, at their own, request, met with the supervisor
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once a week to review the calculus and to develop meaningful ap-
proaches to teaching this subject to high school students.

A mathematics department library for teachers and students has
been established through the support of National Defense Education
Act funds. Large senior high schools received a library allotment
of $250 and small senior high schools, $100. Regular library funds
are also being utilized for mathematics books for both teacher and
student use.

Individual professional development of teachers is being promoted
by the availability of resource materials, by direct encouragement, and
by the supervisor's visits and conferences with individual teachers.

Three staff teachers were employed for 6 weeks during the summer
of 1959 to set up a new geometry course for grade 10, fusing plane,
solid, and elementary coordinate geometry. The committee recom-
mended the revision of present geometry courses for all students to
include both two-dimensional and three-dimensional concepts. Sub-
sequent reports by Baltimore teachers indicate enthusiastic accept-
ance of the new 10th-grade course.

Cooperation among Baltimore County, Baltimore City, and Johns
Hopkins University is reflected in the Esso Foundation Inservice
Institute's Foundations of Mathematical Science, the National Science
Foundation's summer institute in Secondary School Mathematics, and
in the development of special courses on Modern Mathematics for
the Secondary School, and Introduction to Probability and Statis-
tical Inference.

The WU!, (Week4 Progrin

Seattle has attempted to resolve the inservice education problem
through a continuous offering of inservice courses at different levels.
The high school mathematics courses are the following

For junior high school teachers, a modern approach to teaching
arithmetic and a study of the University of Maryland Project and
School Mathematics Study Group materials.

For Polio,* and senior high school teachers, the appendices of the
report of the Commission on Mathematics of the College Entrance
Examination Board.

A television COU4'86 on analytic geometry and the calculus given by
a teacher in half-hour lessons 4 days a week affords the regular
teachers opportunity to watch the television demonstration for the
first part of the lesson. The fifth day, and for the remainder of the
other four, class periods, the regular teacher is responsible for the
instruction.

The School Mathematics Study Group algebra text is being studied
by over 100 teachers.
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The school system reports that outstanding mathematics teachers
from its own staff have proved to be the best instructors for theinserv-
ice classes.

Tbe Newts, Mem) hwy.

The administration of the Newton Public Schools feels a responsi-
bility for helping teachers financially to get the continuing mathe-
matics education necessary to keep up to date mathematically.

During the summer of 1959, some of the elementary school teach-
ers, with the aid of an arithmetic consultant from Tufts University,
wrote four =its to be used in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades in
10 of the city's 26 elementary schools. These units were enrichment
material and the consultant worked with the teachers who taught the
material in 1959-60. The next step will be to get mathematics teach-

,
ers in all the 26 elementary schools trained to use this material. The
final step will be to provide for vertical development in the elementary
mathematics curriculum.

For junior and senior high school teachers the head of the mathe-
matics department is teaching an inservice education course that meets
each Wednesday afternoon from 3 M to 5 p.m. and carries one in-
service credit per semester. In 1959-60 the units formulated by Uni-
versity of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics, "Mathematical
Induction" and "Exponents and Logarithms", were discussed the first
semester and the geometry courses formulated by the School Mathe-
matics Study Group, the second semester. These Wednesday after-
noon sessions have been running since March 1957, and will continue
using the materials develope4 by UICSM and SMSG.

In 1959-60 two junior high school mathematics departments studied
the problems of ability grouping, as well as the Maryland and SMSG
seventh- and eight-grade programs.

The Sr Fn.*** (Mt) Med Used Nebiet Program

The San Francizo district has sponsored several inservice training
courses using instructors from the University of California. The
district has also provided funds for a lecture series for mathematics
teachers. Lectures by:such men as liermAnn Baravalle and George
Polya, emphasizing matbmmatical content, enrich the batkgrounds
of secondary adlool mathematics teachers. Recognizing the values
of employing teacher* during the summer for special projectet the
district employed six mathematics teachers during the summer of
1959 to develop enrichment materials for superior students,
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The Raps ONO Prigra

INSERVICE EDUCATION

The distinctive feature of the Racine plan is its long-range sequen-tial view. The inservice activities for the past 3 years have beencentered around the following
1. "Current Trends in Mathematics Education," designed to stimulate in-terest and curiosity and a feeling of need for information.
2. "The Modern Approach to Mathematics and Its Teaching." A edilegeprofessor gave a course on modern mathematics and its relation to thesecondary school program.
8. Curriculum revision (half time) ; "Pure mathematics" University ofWisconsin extension course (half time) . The curriculum revisions weremade in the light of the 2 previous years' study and of current thinking.The university course was intended to enrich the teacher's background.

Another interesting project of the Racine schools is a workshopfor principals. The purposes of this workshop are to--
Make the principals aware of their teachers' problems
Help the principals schedule classes according to the readiness of individualstaff members to meet course requirements
Inform the principals of curriculum changes.

TM Madelpida (Pa.) Program

The Philadelphia inservice mathematics program is part of a con-tinuing overall program of inservice education for teachers of allsubjects at all levels, and represents a definite policy of the schoolsystem. The program is under the direction of the Associate Superin-tendent, Dr. Helen C. Bailey, who is in charge of curriculum.Direct inservice education operates through (1) a 5-week summerworkshop conducted each year since 1941; and (2) school-year coursesgiven after school hours in central locations throughout the city.An indirect but very significant phase of Philadelphia's inserviceprogram is that of curriculum construction, a very carefully organizedactivity. Curriculum committees composed of teachers,. departmentheads, principals, and curriculum staff members are constantly atwork evaluating, improving, and rewriting the many courses of study.For example, in mathematics the curricular work (from kindergartenthrough grade 12) is coordinated and articulated through a Mathe-matics Curriculum Policy Committee. Each school level also hasits curriculum policy committee in mathematics, members of whichserve on the overall policy committee. In addition, there are manyother working committees, one for each subject. Substitute serviceis provided for teachers where required, and extra remuneration sgiven for Saturday and summer work.
The fact that curriculum committees are representative in member-ship, that flexibility of instruction, experimentation and pilot runs
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are planned proCedures, and that teacher reactions are continously
sought results in curriculum construction's being an integral part
of the inservice program for the improvement of instruction.

Some significant features of the Philadelphia program are the
following:

1. inservice credits are given for completing inservice courses of 14 hourseach. These credits pay or may not be combined with college credits toa total of 30 in order to receive the master's degree equivalint of $400 onthe salary schedule.
2. Courses are taught primarily by specially qualified teachers of the Phila-delphia school system. Remuneration is at the rate of $5.50 per hour.In addition, college mathematics professors have been used occasionally.

Consultants, experts in their respective fields, have been secured to ad-vise the curriculum committees.
3. Suggestions for courses and for course content are solicited from a num-ber of key persons, including members of curricular and professional

committees, principals, school officials: former course leaders, specialistsin the subject ; and from the teaching force at large.
4. Wide publicity is given to the program through the school district's

monthly house organ "School News and Views," and through othermedia. Superintendents, principals, and department heads encouragetheir teachers to participate.
5. Mathematics teachers are encouraged to apply for (and many have

attended) the summer sessions arranged by the National Science Foun-
dation and similar agencies:

6. Guidance and concrete help for the inservice work and for curricular
experimentation is secured through the School Mathematics Study Group.

7. Costs of the program are met almost entirely through the school budget,although some additional funds are available through a local foundation.
8. Teachers may avail themselves of the facilities of an outstanding profes-

sional library in the school administration building.
9. Fully equipped and well-manned departments for audiovisual aids and

for television and radio are used in the teacher-improvement program.
10. The school staff includes competent supervisors and teacher aids, al-

though no one person has responsibility for supervision of secondary
mathematics.

Twelve mathematics courses given recently under the Phil elphia
program are the following

1. Mathematics for grades 7 and 8 ( SMSG).
0 2. First Course in Algebra (SMSG-grade 9).

8. Geometry (SMSG-grade 10).
4. Intermediate Mathematics (121MSO-grade 10).
5. Caltulus and, Analytic Geometry.
0. Elementary Functions and Matrices.
7. Finite Mathematics.
8. Modern Mathematics.
9. Univac Programing.

I
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10. Modern Views of Mathematics (theory of sett, mathematical logic,
groups, etc.)

11. Computer Concept&

12. Expanding Horizons in Secondary and College Mathematics.

Do Rob of State lopartututs of [intim

The role of State education departments in inservice programs
has been mostly regulatory. The history and degree of State control
of subject matter varies widely, and the part played by the depart-
ments in the mathematics programs has been very different among the
States. In undertaking such a program any State must necessarily
begin with its own situation. This discussion assumes that the pro-
gram can make use of statewide or regional meetings, pamphlets and
bibliographies, consultation services, updated curriculum, and instruc-
tional aids. It is not assumed, however, that a State department will
be the only agency offering inservice improvement by these means.
City school systems or other school organizations within the State may
likewise utilize the same means and there can well be coordination
and cooperation between the administrative units.

re"

Rogksai ad Stsowkle Wedge.

A number of ways are open to a State department of education to
organize meetings of mathematics teachers for consideriwroblems
related to changes in course content and teaching methods. First, it
can take direct action to provide chairmen, speakers, consultants, pan-
elists, and discussion leaders ; and issue invitations to teachers. Sec-
ond, it can work through the State teachers association to share the
responsibilities. Third, it can likewise cooperate withg8tate, regional,
or local organizations of mathematics teachers. Fourth, it can co-
operate with national organizations of mathematics teachers to set
up conferences, provide lecturers, and give professional leadership.

Total funds for the meetings can come from the State or from
local governmental or organizational funds; or the funds can some
part from one source and part from another.

Agenda for the meetings are easily arranged. A. look at the titles
of papers, talks, and discussions of any national meeting of mathe-
matics teachers, or at the titles of articles in any journal of the pro-
fessionor a look at recent yearbooks of the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematic, or at reports issued by the Commission on
Mathematics of the College Entrance Examination Boardwill
suggest relevant subjects. In general, the agenda will relate to
changes in content of mathematics courses and to methods of teach-
ing tim5 new material.
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Pan* lets and *On

One service for which a State department of education has the
responsibility is to publish a curriculum which its a good pattern
for selection and organization of subject matter. Such a publication
is in itself a strong influence in inservice improvement of teachers, but
it exerts a much stronger influence through training those teachers
who are called on to help .prepare the curriculum. The discussions in
committee constitute a valuable phase of reedudation of participants
and through them of many other teachers in the State.

A State department should provide up-to-date information. Bib-
liographies, news items, National Defense Education Act materials,
and other such items are valuable helps in inservice improvement of
teachers.

Practices on the State Level

The results of a questionnaire sent to State departments of education
revealed that many do not have on their staffs supervisory personnel
specially trained in mathematics, although others have added such
supervisory persons within the past year.

Several States have developed, or are developing, programs of in-
service education for mathematics teachers. For many decades New
York State has had a staff of specialists in mathematics on the State
level. This staff has been active in continuous curriculum revision,
experimentation, publications, inservice training, and allied activities.
For this reason New York's program will be described in considerable
detail

New York State

New York State for more than half a century has recognized the
need for specialized personnel in mathematics on the State department
of education staff. The State has also provided funds in the budget
to be used specifically for teachers' inservice education. For example,
on recommendation of the regents, the 1958 legislature appropriated
$480,000.

For the secondary school mathematics and science teachers, funds
from the 1958 appropriation were to be used to enhance their subject-
matter backgrounds in order that they might (1) teach mathematics
more competently in their respective courses, and (2) serve as resource
teachers for their colleagues ao that the latter also might improve
their mathematics teaching. Two types of programs were covered
by the funds, summer institutes and parte-time courses during the
school year ; and botk were to be given by appropriate institutions of
higher educatio.

51111564-41------1
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For the 1959 fiscal year the New York State Legislature appropri-
ated $370,000 for refresher programs in mathematics and science for
secondary school teachers of these subjects. An appropriation has
been requested for 1960.

The funds appropriated were used, to provide capable teachers with
scholarships at summer institutes and academic-year courses. The
summer scholarships, made available to both public and independent
school teachers, comprised the following amounts:

Tuition and fees in full.
A $25 weekly allowance to resident participants toward room and board.
A $5 weekly allowance to commuting participants.

Eligibility requirements for both summer and academic-year pro-
grams were the following

Applicants must state intent to continue teaching secondary school
mathematics in New York State schools beyond the 1958-59
academic year.

Applicants must be accepted as graduate students by a New York
State college or university offering approved programs.

Applicants must be recommended by their boards of education
(superintendent or supervising principal).

Applicants must hold a baccalaureate degree.
Applicants must be properly certified.

A trial evaluation seems to indicate that the New York State pro-
grams generally have helped to bring the participants up to date
and to improve their teaching. As to content material, it was geared
to the level of ti teachers' understanding, it was stressed, and it was
new. As to followup reading in mathematical literature, the teachers
have been stimulated to tilti more than previously.

The New York State Education Department puts out, many pub-
lications of high quality. To find out what is available in mathe-
matics write to the department, Albany 1.

P

Minessta

The Minnesota inservice education program for both elementary
and secondary teachers consists, in the main, of workshops estab-
lished in local school systems or on a regional basis. The number of
teachers (120+ ) in Minnesota who are participating in the School
Mathematics. Study Group through the Minnesota National Labora-
tory, an agency of the State department of education, has focused
considerable activities on inservice education. The summer Labora-
tory institutes plus the National Science Foundation institutes have
also Sid a great influence. The educational television station in
Minneapolis has also provided help in inservice education.
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Now Mules
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The New Mexico program consists of a series of 1-day (Saturday
8 a.m. to 3 p.m.) workshops to which out-of-State consultants are
invited. Teachers must pay their own expenses to attend these
conferences.

The State departtnent of education also makes available, on a loan
basis, experimental materials such as th&se prepared by the School
Mathematics Study Group at Yale, by the University of Maryland
for grades 7 and 8, and by the University of Illinois Committee on
School Mathematics.

Mob !shod

To stimulate interest and to help prepare periodicals in the teaching
of mathematics and wience, the Rhode Island State Legislature in
1959 established the Rhode Island Mathematics and Science Scholar-
ship Commission and appropriated $30,000 annually for scholarships
to be awarded by the Commi&3ion. Grants up to $500 annually may
be made to eligible applicants. These grants are limited by law to:

Junfors and seniors in college who are preparing to teach mathematics
and/or science.

College graduates who are interested in preparing to teach mathematics
and/or science.

Teachers in service who want to improve their teaching competence in
mathematics and/or science.

Grants are made for study during either the regular school year or
the summer.

In addition to this program, ether State scholarship grants for
teachers in service are administered by the State department of educa-
tion, but are not necessarily limited to study in mathematics and
science. The aiiuual appropriation for these grants in recent years
has bee4 approximately $45,000. They are available for study at
the two State controlled and three privately controlled institutions
of higher education within the State.

Penny Panda

Under title III of the National DefenSe Education Act, Pennsyl-
vania is carrying on inservice teacher education in the following
manner.

With the approval of a State coordinator, population centers under
the leadership of ilocal regional chairman may profit by an inservice
education program for mathematics teachers. The regional chairman
will first identify a group of at least 40 mathematics teachers desiring
a program. Local colleges, universities, and industries are then sur-
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-eyed for competent instructor& The content, e9 well as the length
of the program, is determined by the interested teachers under the
direction of the regional chairman. He then completw an applica-
tion form and submits it to the State coordinator.

The coordinator studies the application with the assistance of a
committee. If the application is not immediately approvable, sug-
gestions are made for strengthening or improving it.

A significant feature of the programs is the fact that the entire cost
of instructors' salaries is paid by evenly mathed State and Federal
funds. Local districts must provide a suitable meeting place for the
claAS Sessions.

Most programs range in length from ten to twenty-two 2-hour ses-
sions. All of them center upon the explanation and development of
modern mathematical concepts and experimental programs. Pennsyl-
vania has available for use in its mathematics inservice programs one
set of the New Y8tk State films titleki, "Mathematics for Teathere
and has ordered a second eel However, an instructor new not use
these films for his intzervice prwram. In this ca.% the instructor sub-
mits to the department for approval an outline of the material he plans
to prewnt.

No college credit can be earned by teachers through participation in
these inservice programs. It is expected that teachers will attend
regularly and respond actively to the assignments made by the
instructor.

At the close of a program the regional chairman is responsible for
giving to the State coordinator a statement of attendance at the ses-
sions, an evaluation of the program's merit ot succem, and an indica-
tion of any possible weaknesses.

Contribrtions by dm Natkeal Cara of Teachers of Mathematics

One of the cooperating groups in the present conference is the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, a professional organiza-
tion with a membership of more than 37,000 elementary and secondary
teachers and institutions. Each member of the NOTM receives either
or both of the professional journals, The Mathematics T eacher or the
Arithmetic Teacher. The former is devoted primarily to problems,
practices, and professional articles on the teaching of secondary school
mathematics, and thq latter serves a similar function for elementary
school mathematics.

Annually, the NCTM sponsors three or four professional meetings
a which attract mathematics teachers from all over the United States

and many parts of Canada. Although it is difficult to measure the
total impact of meetings on the reeducation of teachers, professional
meetings such as those conducted by the NCTIK do provide inspiration
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for teachers, spur many of them to additional independent study,
and create a desire for additional education on college campuses.

Another valuable rvice of the NCTM is a series of publications.
Their yearbooks, ez-pecially in recent years, have been directed to-
wani the reeducation of the mathematics teacher. For example, the

, 24th, and 25th yearbooks are entitles, rmpetIively, into
Modern Mekemat The Grow h of Mathematical Ides (Gail
K-1E) and Ingtrue )n in Arithme The publications are suit-
able for both independent and group study.

Supplementing the series of yearbooks, the NOTM publishw a
number of pamphlets which may be cla.wifieAl as follows:

1. Oitid to Ike National Defense Edumtion Act. Advice on the use and
procurement of teaching aids and twits, de ig-ns for the mathematics
classroom, and the role of the mathematics supe_rviffor.

2. Curriculum and program. Reports of curriculum committee , new de-
relopinents in Kucondary school mathematim the education of the giftod
student in matheinatim, and the education of the slow learner."17_o Series." How to use effectively, for mathematics tone-hill& the
bulletin board, field trim films and filmstrips, and the library ; bow to
develop a teaching guide.

4. Enrichment and mismillatteow. Various topics to enrich high school
mathematics teaching : Recreational naathematies. paper folding, the num-ber concept, and riK)metry. One pamphlet on organizing and conducting
a high school mathematics club.

The interest of local and State groups in helping their mathematics
teachers improve themselves through inservice activities is indi-
cated by a rapid growth in the program of the affiliated groups of
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. The number of
affiliated groups has grown to 75, an increase of about 15 during the
last 6 years. A number of new groups are preparing to affiliate with
the NOTM. Local and State groups have served their members
through three main types of activities: Conferences and workshops,
newsletters, and consultant services.

Every affiliated group conducts at least one conference per year.
In a number of States, such as Illinois, a series of meetings is held in
different geographical-areas in order to serve better the needs of teach-
ers throughout the entire State. The programs for many of these
meetings present discussions of current and pressing problems by
prominent mathematics educators. An outstanding example of a
vital State conference ia the Asilomar Conference sponsored each year
by the California Mathematics Council. This meeting is a full-scale
convention, with c ummercial and educational exhibits. Other confer-
ences are of the workshop type, like those held in New England and
Michigan. Several affiliated groups have cooperated with colleges in
the sponsoring conferences and institutes, as in New Jersey and
Florida.
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Excellent articles on problems in mathematics teaching have ap-
peared in the newsletters and journals published by the affiliated
groulits. Among the affiliated groups which produce newsletten
or journals are these

Association of Mathematics Teachers in New England.
Association of Mathematics Teachers in New Jersey.
Association of Mathematics Teachers of New York State.
California Mathematics 0ouncil.
Florida Council of Teachers of Matbmnatics.
Hillsborough County Mathematics Council, Florida.
Indiana Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
Kansas Association of Teachers of Mathematics.
Nebraska Section of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematim
Ohio Council of Teachers of Mathematic&
Pennsylvania Council of Teachers of Mathematic&
Texas Ciuncil of Teachers of Mathematics.

Of special interest is the Workshop Consultant Service inaugut
rated in 1959 by the Ohio Council of Teaches of Mathematics which
administers the service and subsidizes its administrative meta. The
plan is one having two consultants for a 1-day workshop, each con-
sultant to present in detail a different facet of the work of prtviit,
curriculum study projects. The service is available to local school
systems for a small fee. A major objective of the workshops is to
"tivate teachers to engage in independent study. The OCTAL hopes
that the consultant service can be expanded in future years into other
areas of service. This pattern of operation of the OCTM might be
adopted for use in other States.



I N THE PAST, many good secondary mathematics programs, cur-
riculumriculum guides, course of study, etc., have gathered dust on the

shelves and caused very little, if any, change in the mathematical
content offered to secondary pupils. They have also had very little
effect on the teaching of mathematics at the secondary school level.

Today it is different: it seems as though we are playing this game
"for keeps" now. The groups that are developing new mathematics
programs are, at the same time, striving to Eve that the people that use
their material in its early stages of development have adequate train-
ing in the content and effective methods of preseliting this
mathematic&

The University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics has
been training teachers in the content and methods of teaching theic
program since the beginning in 1952. It was not until August 1959
that the the first course was made Available to the public through the
University of Illinois Press. The second, third, and fourth courses
will become available in August 1960, j961, and 1962, respectively.
But the committee still strongly advises some study and training in
content and method before using the material. The School Mathe-
matics Study Group kept a rather tight control on the use of their
materials grades 7-12 and set up centers. for helping selected teachers
with the content and methods of teaching this'materiii during the
year 1959-40. SMSG also very strongly advises teachers to study
carefully the content of these courses before attempting to teach it
to students.

The University of Maryland Mathematics Project and The Ball
State Group have also recognized that they must accept some of the
responsibility for mathematical reeducation of the teachers using their
program&

The Commission on Mathematics of the College Entrance Examina-
tion Board, in its report, recognized full well that any implenuntation
Of its program would require the reeducation of many of the niathe-
matics teachers now in the classrooms.

It has become clear that some type of inservice education for mathe-
matics teachers is an absolute neceesity in all schools if we are to have
a mathematics program, that will meet the "Challenge of the Sixties."
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One of the work groups listed these as characteristic of a good

inservice program
L The inservice course must be taught in such a way that the teacher

can translate it into classroom practice.
2. There must be financial support and released time for the teacher.

'8. The financial support may come from private, governmental, State,
county, or local funds.

A group listed the following types of activities as inservice educa-
tion programs:

L Courses or seminars offered for credit by the university or college profes-
sor, either oncampus or offcampus.

2. Courses taught by the schools themselves using their own staff, super-
visors, teachers, etc.

3. Noncredit courses given by university professors.
4. National Science Foundation academic year institutes.
5. Fellowship for summer study offered by National Science Foundation,

FASO Foundation, Shell Foundation, etc.
6. Departmental meetings.
7. One and two-day conferences.
8. Informal study groups to work on specific topics such as (a) the place

of proof in algebra, ( b) level of rigor in geometry, (o) how much and
what type of solid geometry should be taught, etc.

9. Workshops (1 or more weeks) where teachers study new materials
and films, teach demonstration classes, and discuits procedures, etc.

10, Trips to computing centers.
11. Participation in National, Cotmcil of Teachers of Mathematics and

Mathematics Association of America activities.
The following guiding principles were listed by one group:

1. The central theme is "Mathematics and Its Teaching."
2. The mathematics teachers should play a vital part in structuring the

program.
8. The program must have the genuine support of Om administration.
4. The program requires careful and enlightened planning or
5. Competencies a the individual teachers most be considered.
8. Ttere should be a climate conducive to free interchange of ideas.
7. levaluatice of the program should be provided.
8. BOoks and materials should be made accessible to teachers.
9. teachers' Unproved competence should be recognised in promotion

and pay raises.
10. Incentives for participating in the program must be provided.

Operation Bootstrap is composed of activities and programs which
local sc,hool systems may imingurate and which do not require coop-
eration of any State or National organisations.

Here is a fruitful court* of action Isuggested for a senior high school
1. Select a Ignite level of instruction for fittensiv study, such as Maps*

. algokra.
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2. Select materials of instruction for this level as prepared by SchoolMathematics Study Group, University of Illinois Committee on SchoolMathematics, Ball State, etc. These materials should be studied by theentire mathematics staff.
S. Devote at least one semester and preferably 1 year to the study of thematerials selected. The study sessions should be of a

hours' duration, at least once a week, and at a
members of the mathematics staff. Each teach
sessions as an opportunity to understand the n
to the total mathematics program. This regal
sion of the student textbook, solution of probl

rpximately 2
e convenient for all
should regard these

materials in relation
topic-by-topic discus-
in the student text-book, tentative construction of testa and examinations, as well as acareful study of the related teachers' commentary.

41 Have a qualified consultant work with the mathematics staff duringthe preliminary study sessions and throughout the first year ortrepenta-tion in the classroom.

On the a.m.mption that the local community, its board of educa-tion, the school adminittrators, and the teachers of mathematics
themselves feel and understand the need for inservice education, cer-tain 8teps can profitably be taken. (May I say parenthetically thatthis is a tremendous assumption and I think it took about 2 years ofquietly planting "idea germs" in the minds of the teachers and ad-ministrators before we in Newton were ready to move on an inmrvice
program )

Step 1.Employ a coordinator to spark teacher interest, etc. As aminimum his mathematical preparation should include mastery ofthe mathematical concepts basic to implementing the programs ofsuch nationally known groups as the Commission on Mathematics ofthe College Entrance Examination Board, School Mathematics StudyGroup, 'University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics, andUniversity of Maryland Mathematics Program.
Step 2.--Have a subject matter specialist conduct seminars dealingwith content related to a specific secondary school course. This willtend to prevent teachers from acquiring only a little informationabout a lot of things.
Step 3.---Give teachers released time to observit a master teacheractually demonstrating with students how to teach the experimentalcourse lessons. The most effective way to answer the often-askedquestion "Isn't this material too difficult for an eighth-grade class?"is to take such a class, &ach the,material, and let the questioner ob-serve the results.
I dare say that if this type of inservice education program forgrade 9 were followed by a similar one for grades 10, 11, and 12,there would be a decided upgrading of our producta mathemati-cally well-trained senior ready to enter college. If such a programwere started in grade 7 for the mathematically talented, we wouldhave many students able to take a full year of college calculus in
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their high school senior year. This naturally calls for an inservice
course in the calculus for the teacher.

One group spelled out beautifully the responsibilities and oppor-
tunities of the superintendent, the supervisor, the principal, and the
teacher. Here are a few details

The euperintendent:
1. Makes recomimendations to the board of education regarding the devel-

opment of a good mathematics prograin.
2. Provides financial support for special services necessary to implement

the program, such as consultant services, attendance At conventions, etc.
3. Makes provisions for a good inservice program for mathematics teach-

ers by allowing released time, supplying needed materials, etc.
The aupervisor:

1. Informs the superintendent as to. the existing mathematics program
and current national trends

2. Helps interpret the programs in mathematics to the public. (This must
never be neglected.)

8. Keeps the mathematics teacher informed as to current literature, prac-
tices, and experimentation.

The principal:
L Stimulates the professional growth of his teachers by encouraging them

to participate in professional organizations, conventions, institutes, etc.
2. Helps interpret the programs in mathematics to the public.
The teacher:
L Actively participates in inservice activities.
2 Affiliates with professional groups and activities concerned with the

teaching of mathematics.
8. Shares experiences attained through experimentation, institute attend-

ance, and individual study.

One group would add the following practices
1. Have a master teacher conduct an experimental course. Lessons may

be used as demonstrations for other teachers on released time.
2. Lengthen the teacher's contract "year," of course with the proper pay

increase. The additional time could be used for curriculum or inserv-
ice training.

a Send (with local funds) selected teachers to participate in seminars
and workshops conducted by such groups as School Mathematics Study
Group, University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics, Uni-
versity of Maryland Mathematics Program, etc. These teachers could
later be used u group leaders in local study programs.

The principal responsibility for providing an inservice program
rests with the local school system.

One of the working groups offera the following pointers:
1. Local support is basic to a program's success. An effective method

is to interest local industries to help the school by supplying expert as-
el/tames Amide aid, or even both.
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2. Sabbatical leaves with full pay or half-pay (so that a teacher may atteld
an academic year institute without tInsbncial loss) is a practice that
should be more widespread.

a An adequate professional mathematics library for the um, of students
and teachers is a necessity. today. Good book lists are readily
available.

4. A visit by a teacher to another school where experimental projects in
mathematics are being taught is an excellent way to melte his
imagination.

5. State departments of education can (1) hold regional and statewide
meetings on the content of the new mathematics, (2) provide consultantservices to the schools, and (8) provide leadership in curriculum
development.

It is clear from the work of the five groups that nearly all schools
can have a creditable inservice training program if the teachers and
administration we the need for one.

To keep inmrvice education programs operating year in and year
out, as in Philadelphia and other places, there must be strong leader-
ship by the administration and some members of the teaching staff.

The theme for the Department of Classroom Teachers of the Na-
tional Education AsEmiation for this year is "Time to Teach." Ifeel that after this working conference, dip conscientious mathe-
matics teachers could very well adopt the theme "Time To Teach and
Time To Study."
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The mebliod for concluding the panel discussions was for members
of the Conference to ask questions to be answered by members of the
panel. Select/xi questions and answers follow below

Q. Should oertiAoatioot requiremenU for teachers be raised? What worad
be the effect ors the suppistof tesaers

A. This conference is attempting to answer just those wfiestions. We ',hal)/
have to put into active teaching those who cannot fully meet certificajj
requirements and the who can. Tim we shall have to raise standards
by means of inservice reverams such as those being considered by this
Confmas. This can be done by (a) raising the teachers' qualifications
step-by-step until they meet certification dandards, and (b) making
salary increases dependent on increased qualifications. This recom-
mesidatkm applies to teachers now in service and to those yet to be
employed.

Q. Where ore trakitag peramosel to be fotstd to do the work of guiding
teachers through the steps of iseproventeistl

A. The resources are mainly in the colleges. A way must be found for in-
creasing the number of persona who can teach college mathematics and
can also help in the program of training high school teachers. Probably
many of these persons will have to some from the present members
of high sclgrol faculties.

A. To meet the teacher-sixortage problem, both at the high sclwol level and
at the college level, teachers will have to handle larger nwnbers of stu-
dents in all classes, perhaps two or threeldnes as many as at present.

A. Time are two mums of personnel to meet the increased demands : (1)
Retired military persons who can be trained as teachers ; (2) mothers
of families whose children are grown and who have enough background
and educational tapwience to be upgraded through the school's inservice
education facilities.

A. Put gifted 'Went, through a aria training course and then have them
take over a clams under supervision. This truggestton would apply in the
maim. Could It also &May In high schools?

Q. How ow *Watts, parents, sod kook,* be mode to resiimr that there
It s vent real emerreuert

91
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A. To this question there seems to be no satisfactory answer. However,realization of the existence of an emergency may be more widespreadthan apparent.
Q. What use oun to made of teaching machines f
A. Two psychologists are at present studying the School Mathematics StudyGroup materials and will select units that can be programed for usewith the teaching machines. Such machines seem to be working satis-factorily in certain colleges and high schools. They should help teachersas well as students.
Q What eft to are being made to get more persons to take up teiwAingasa career?
A. This is an important question but its answer is not the concern of thepresent confervnee. This conference was called to consider the one prob-lem of inservice education.
Q. How can television and tape retNordings help solve the problerrs of in-servioe insprovement
A. Through having master teachers prepare and teach model lessons onTV there will be a gain in aubje-matter mastery, and improved teach-ing methods. Such programs can be recorded and made available forrepeated use. Teachers as well as students will profit.
Q. Have books lost their place as effeTtive aids to inservice improvement?
A. No. A good book is still, and will remain, one of the most effectiveaids to improvement.
Q. Does it always fallow that fewer persans go into teaching when cer-tification requirements are increased t
A. No. For example, Kansas increased their certification requirements,

le and found that the number of available teachers actually increased.
Q. Is teacher education being done more poorly today than formerly?
A. No. Of the who are now being reeducated, an ever increasing numberare being taken by industry, so the programs must have been satis-factory.
Q. What soould be the effect of offering good teachers ea batatitial monetaryinducemeEst
A. It would depend on the number of such prises to be offered. If therewere only a few, the general effect would be insignificant.
A. If we educate teachers more fully than at present and give no adequate

conipensation in salary, we shall find that we are educating them rightout of their jobs, because industry will take theme
Q. Are special inservioe education programs the only answer to the problemof teacher improvement?
A. No. The problem might be solved better by giving each teacher ;75 amonth to attend regular oncampus graduate classes.
Q. Is the problem of inservice education necessarily one that must be solvedat the national level?
A. No. It should be solved at the local level. Local systems should notwait for a national solution but should organize their own program.As a part of the solution of the improvement problem, teachers' salariesshould be raised sufficiently to compete with those offered by industry.
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Q. Are the institute* rea-chisg the verso's* who are most is *eel! of improve-

en'?
A.. The institutes often educate teachers who are least in need of such

attention. One means of rectifyitig this situation is to have local teachers
instructed by those who have had the benefits of institute attendance.
The instructors should be paid for this extra workload.

Q. What provisions need to be made for eqlsirtztilso teachers to (each the alow
framers

A. There should be experimentation with the University of Illinois Com-
mittee on School Mathematics materials in an attempt to make adjust-
ments to the needs and interests of slow learners. The School Mathe-
mattes Study Group also is ctnisidearing the problem serioualy. One
aspect is that of finding more intereeting material for the slow learners.

Cream
OBVIOUSLY a conference on inservice education, of secondary

school. mathematics teachers has wide implications. Although it
is of chief concern to these teachers and their supervisors, it is im-
portant also to mathematics teachers at other educational levels and
to secondary school teachers of other subjects. It has implications
for mathematics education at the preservice level as well as at the
inservice level.

The concluding session of this conference provided an opportunity
for a panel of specialists representing related interest areas to express
their reactions to various aspects of the conference. The interest
areas and the specialists were the following

THE ARTS

COLLEGE
MATHEMATICS

THE SCIENCES

SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATION

TEACHER
EDUCATION

Dr. Chester L Needling,
Specialist for the Humanities,
U.S. Office of Education,
15r. Leon Cohen,
Head of M.athematics Department.,
University of Maryland.
Dr. Robert H. Carleton,
Executive Secretary,
National Science Teachers Association,
National Education Association.
Mr. Carl L. Fromutla,
Superintendent of Philadelphia District No. 1

School&

Dr. Robert Poppendieck (Chairman of the panel)
Specialist for Teacher Education,
U.S. Office Of Education.

The discussion was informal and provided for reactions, both to the
conference in general, and to specific ideas developing during the con-
ference. It provided for points of commendation; supplemental sug-
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potions, caution about difficulties, and suggestions on implementation.
The key questions used were the following

1. which prop6ses for &drawing the local district reeducation of high
school mathematics teachers seem to rot' to be most promising?

2. Which proposals hare the most proroca tire long-range ralues?
8. What stumbling blocks do you see that districts and inserrice reeducation

sponsors should be cautioned about?
t What elennotaryclwol, and what college-level, articulation radon "Odd

De considered?

5. What are Ole implicatims for revision of preserrice education for mathe-
matics teachers?

6. What are the implications for the inservice reedwation of college mathe-
matic,' teachers? For teachers In other disciplines? For teacher Wiwi-
tion generally?

Discussion centered or four major concerns: (1) the conununication
of conference materials and development of better mutual understand-
ing between specialists in mathematics and those;in other areas, (2) the
comprehensive nature of inservioe responsibilities and activities, (3)
the importance of effective articulation between levels as well as dis-

- ciplines, and (4) clarification of objectives.

Commitation sad WWI limierstmag

In providing both summary and detailed reports on the conference,
teachers in disciplines other than mathematics most be taken into ac-
count. New concepts in mathematics are the concern of all people
and, hence, of all teachers. The approach must be a human one for
some may be sensitive about the recent emphagis and opportunity for
mathematics The central role of mathematics must be set forth. Its
development and advance must be paralleled by refinements in other
disciplines as well. Mutual efforts among the disciplines are required
both in moving forward the frontiers of knowledge and in reeducat-
ing teachers in all pertinent area&

The importance of cooperative activity in achieving mutual under-
standing must not be underestimated. Mathematics, in a sew, is a
universal languageamong discipliites as well as among peoples.
Nevertheless, competence in comprehending and employing it falls far
short of its importance. Teachers generally must have a part in plan-
ning to study alit new concepts Ai, mathematics, if real promos is to be
made. This in turn will support the activities of other disciplines as
they look to their horizons. Participation rather than specialization
is the key to advancing the frontiers of knowledge as required by thesetime. /
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inservice programs generally are developed comprehensively rather
than for separate &attires. Many clasaroom activities %focusing on
pupil experiences cut acmss disciplinary linos. .Field and extension
services are being capitalized. Awards programs for teachers are ap-
pearing. The public is being incmasingly involved, and public in-
terest is high. Increasing attention needs to be given to cooperative
insexvioe programs developed by faculties through interdisciplinary
cooperation and making the greatest use of total institutional
re&aurces.

Indeed, it may well be that wide participation in comprehensive
planning of in service education and professional development is the
very means of insuring the specific attention of all faculty members
to the urgency and the opportunity.

Of primary importance is articulation betweem inidividuid high
schools and the colleges and universities that accept their graduates.
This involves face-to-face contacts and the development of mutual
understanding. ProfftEional rapport is to 63 efiablished only
through deliberate and careful cooperative effort. By extension,
then, more effective articulation needs to be developed relating the
basic work in elpentary school tp that in both high school and
,college.

Elementary mathematics, has been neglected.. The .problem at this
Tavel now exceeds that, in the secondary schools. If effective progress
is to be made in the secondary schools and colleges, attention must
be given tkt, the general problem of mathematics in the elelnentary
school, to the mathematics preparation of general teachers, to the
preparation of upper-grade specialists, and to slow learners in arith-
metic. Although articulation generally has both horizontal and ver-
tical relationships, in mathematics it is crucial.

Ciortflootke of taloothoo

Attention to articulation brings into focus more specific attention
to the objective& Are computational skills, only, to be sought in the
schools, or must rich meanings be established? The implication for
more precise and far-reaching goal definition is clear. Richer mean-
ings lead to sharper skills, better research, and more effective appli-
cations. As frontiers of knowledge move forward and as patterns
of living become increasingly complex, it is on sound and basic
meanings that we most rely rather than on simple and ewer-changing

. techniques.
41115414-111-0-4
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Reeducation, then, and continuing professional development are
essential. Growth must vary with individuals and with circum-
stance. Responsibility for inservice reeducation is, and must remain,
local. Education is a profession, and continuing growth is a critical
professional element. As educators at their various levels and in
their several disciplines discharge their specialized responsibilities
through inservice reeducation, this must be maintained:' It is highly
important that each professional educatorassume the full, stature of
Professional educator. This is more than a truism : it is a principle.
From demonstrited professional action, effeotive reeducation
flourishes.

As mathematics teachers, supervisors, and professors act to bring
up to date and keep up to date the mathematical competencies of
high school teachers, the example may well carry over to other dis-
ciplines. The techniques of institutional programs, workshops, small-
district cooperation, university contract, leadership stimulation, and
personal programs of continuing professional studythese may all
be well imitated. Of obvious carryover is the inservice professional
development of mathematics staff members in the colleges and uni-
versities. Their effective and continuing updating is prerequisite to
effeotive programs in inservice and preservice mathematics programs
for their students. Science teachers,'Qf course, are immediately in-
volved in the mathematics programs and should carry the impact
over to reeducation programs in science content. Less obvious, per-
haps, but of growing interest and concern are the implications for
the humanities. Modern languages seem to be leading the way in
reeducation here, but such is the interdependent nature of our culture
that no discipline can lag without damage to all. All disciplines may
profit by examining the implications to themselves of the reeducation
emphasis in mathematics. Possibly the most crucial is teacher edu-
cation, itself. Not only in professional education, but in all educa-
tion, the updating and continuing improvement of the teacher and
the professor in the understandings and competencies of his pro-
fession of teaching is paramount. As balance in today's way of life
turns on brainpower, so the optimum achievement of that brainpower
turns on the teaching competencies of the faculties of the Nation's
schools and colleges. In the effective directing of learning, there is
no substitute for quality ; there is no substitute for growth.

a.
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Appendix A
Boots, Cord* ami Programs

rbA ky State of Edna

Maj. Empliasit Contest

Elementary School Level

Boom', L. T. Wonderful World of Mathematics. New York : Doubleday
(Garden Qty), 1955.

Mina, J. S. Pun With Mathematics. Cleveland : World Publishing Co., 1952.

Secondary School Level

ADLn, Ia:tn. The New Mathematics. New York : Day, 1958.
Anam, D. J. and C. A. 13113ZMAN. Modern Mathematics: Topics and Problems.

York : McGraw-Hill, 1955.

Mammonism, 0. B. and C. O. Oma.rr. Principkts of Mathematics. New
York : MoOzAw-Hzu., 1955.

OoKIIIIIIION ON MAragmAnce, CEEB. introductory Probability and Statis-
tical Inference. College Entrance Examination Board. New York, 1950.

ICEmprzr, L. G., J. L Sam and G. L. THOMPSON, introduction to Finite
Mathematics. Englewood Cliffs, : Prentice-Ran, 1967.

NEwictw, J. R., ed. The World of Mathematics. New York : Simon and Shun-
ter, 195&

STABLZR, E. R. introduction to lathe shoal Thought. Readings Mass.: Addi-
son-Wesley, 1958.

Major Walk UMW

Elementary School Level

Einerzza, IL P. Prat:Veal Classroom Procedures for BurichMg Arithmetic. St.
Louis, Mo. : Weber, lam.

Secondary School Level
None.
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&obis sal Programs

Various curricula and programs named by State departments of
education as helpful appear in the list below, which indicates also the
number of times each item was named

Nomber of times
Item named

School Mathenatics Study Group 10
Comraisdon ...................... __________ .....
University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics.
University of Maryland Mathematics Project_ 3
Ball State Teaches College materials_
Boston Oollege 1
New York Television Project. 1
Other Materials 1

liscelmisoss

Miscellaneous helpful aids named by State departments are listed
below with the number of timestach was named :

Number of tines
Item named

Films 3
Publications of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

(NOW) . 4MP1. ....... 4111. ....... .10 UMW.IP

28d Yearbook of ..................... 4
24th Yearbook of NOW_ 6
T. Itenenisstios resoker......................... ........
no Arithmetic Teacher 1
The llstlomustios RtedestS Joensisi.. 1
Conant's Report on the American High School_ 1



Appendix B

Helpful Books Re by School Systems

Ma* En Oasis: Contest

Elementary School Level
BUCKINGHAM, B. R. Elementary Arithmetic. Boston : Ginn, 11XS8.
Lamm, H. D. Arithmetic for Colleges. New York : Macmiltan, 1968.
Munzza, F. Arithmetic: Its Structure and Concepts. Englewood Cliffs, N.J. :

Prentice Hall, 1956.
Swaim, R. L. Undertaking Arithmetic. New York : Rinehart, 1957.

Secondary School Level
ADS, IRVING. The New Mathematics. New York : Day, 1968.
Anaw, D. J. and C. A. BrainfAwri. Modern Mathematics: Topic's and Problems.

New York : McGraw-Hill, 1959.
Aux:Nix:cam C. B. and 0. 0. OAKIXT. Principles of Mathematics. New York :

McGraw-Hill, 1955.

Ammar IL V. Selections From Modern Abstract Algebra. New York : Holt, 1958.
Baia., E. T. Men of Mathematics. New York : Simon and Schuster, 1987.
Bilumorr, G. and B. MAcLANz. Survey of Modern Algebra. New York : Mac-

millan, 1958.
BRZUKS, I. Introduction to the Theory of Sets. Englewood Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice-

Hall, 1958.
Blum, 3. C. and R. V. ANDS. Fundamentals of College Math tics. New

York : Holt, 1954.
OcitlIANT, R. and H. Roma. What Is Mathematics? Fairlawn, N.J. : Oxford,

1941.

DArrrigio, T. Number: The Language of Science. New York : Macmillan, 1964.
Ens, H. and C. V. NZW8011. introduction to the Foundations and Fundamental

Concepts of Mathematics. New York : Rinehart, 1057.
Frits, H. F. Secondary Mathematics. Boston : Reath, 1951.
rISHIZ, R. C. and A. D. Zinn. Integrated Algebra and Trigonometry. Engle-

wood curs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1968.
Fastritn, J. E. A Modern Introduction to Mathematics. Englewood Cliffs, NJ. :

Prentice-Hall, 1956.

KAMrnT, J. G., J. L. Sit and G. L. MoitiosoN. introduction to Finite
Mathematics. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1957.

mss, M. Mathematics in Western Culture. Fairlawn, N.J.: Oxford, 1968.
M. Structure of Arithmetic and Algebra, New York : Wiley, 1968.
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MAT, K. 0. Elements of Modern Mathematics. Reading, Mass. : Addison-
Wesley, 1959.

Mzeucavx, B. E. Fundamental Concepts of Algebra. Reading, Mass. : Addiwn-
Wesley, 153.- Fundamental Concepts of Geometry. Reading, Mass. : Addison-Wesley,
1955.

NEWMAN, J. IL, ed. The World of Mathematics. New York Simon and
Schuster, 1956.

POLTA, G. How To Solve It. New York : Doubleday, 1957.
Mathematics and Plausible Reasoning. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Uni-

versity Press, 1954.
RICHARDSON, M. Fundamentals of Mathetnatios. New York : Macmillan, 1W1.
STEIN, E. I. Fundamental i of Mathematics. Boston : Allyn and Bacon, 1952.
TikrIcE, El. P. Unified Algebra and Trigonometry. Raiding: Addison-Wesley,

1955.

TARKSKI, A. Introduction to Logic and the Methodology of Deductive Science.
rairlavrn, N.J. : Orford, 1946.

WommAan, EDITH J. and RODERICK C. Molartmori. Elementary Concepts of Sets.
New York : Holt, 1959.

Mshir ELI/kat hUthod

Elementary School Level

Bkrixs, J.. H. Learning and Teaching Arithmetic. Boston : Allyn and Bacon,
1959.

BauzexwER, L. J. and F. E. Osossracxur.. How To Make Arithmetic Meaningful.
Philadelphia : Winston, 1947.

CLARK, J.& and L. K. Mum. Guiding Arithmetic Learning*. New York : World
Book Co., 195t

GArrzoNo, C. Chad's Conception of Number. Rontledge : British Book Service,
1953.

MORTON, R. L. Teaching Children Arithmetic Primary, Intermediate, Upper
Grades. Morristown, N.J. :Silver,N.J. 1953.

Secondary School Level

NATIONAL COUNCIL OP ThActsmas OF MATRIMATIOS= mthematica for Acedetn-
kany Talented Students. Washington : NEA.

tescdommi
Miscellaneous helpful aids named by school systems are listed below

with the number of times each was named

Item
Yearbooks of NOTM

The 16th
The 18th_...
Tlx, 28d.
The Zlth_

Number of times
named

-(-- 15
1

1

12
17
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annex PUBLICATIONS
The Mathematics Teacher 14
The Arithmetic Teacher. ..... .1. ............
American MaShematioal Mosithiti 1
Scripta Matliemeticu 1
Mathematics Magasine 1
The Mathematics Student Journal 2
Scientific AmoitiowL 1
School Science and Mathematics



Swarm of

C

T

Systm

Various sources of curricula and teaching materials reported by
school systems, together with the number of times each was named,
are list. ekl below

Item
School Mathematics Study Group

Numbs- of time=
named

55
Commission of CEEB 51
University of Illinois Committee on School Mathematics 40
University of Maryland Mathematics Project_ 82
Madism Project, 83rractsse University 7
Boston College materials 6
Other materials. 5
Advancell placement bulletins 8
Bail State Teachers College materials
California geometry
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Appendix D

'might T's System

Mathematical topics studied by school systems and the number of
times each was named are shown below

Arithetie

Nom-kir
of times

liens named
Number systems 9
Number bases 2
Systems of numeration 2
History of numbers 1

Ineqtutlities
Real number system_____
Advanced algebra
Complex number system__ _ _ _

Order relations
Proof in algebra

ear or

OW

Plane and solid geometry.- _

Item
Place value
Primes and factors_____ _ 1
Principles of arithmetic._ 1

Num6er
of times
mused

1

5 Field theory 8
2 Matrix algebra 8
1 Group theory 2
1 Number theory 2
1 Modulo number systems 1
1

Ileemetry

8 Nonmetric geometry 1
Non-Euclidean geometry____ 4

Other TOON

Probability and statistics 8
Coordinate geometry 5
Calculus 2
Digital computors_ 2
Limits 2
Applied mathematics 1

Calculus and analytic geometry 1

Circular functions_ 1

104

Elementary functions 1
Trigonometry 1
Bets 17
Logic
Variables, functions and rela-

tions
Finite mathematical systema.... 2
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eil Most 9eaful by

es

Mathematical topics considered maq helpful by school systems
and the number of times each topic was n&zned are shown below :

Num twr
of ttmes

It named It named
Number systems 8 Structures of arithm c
Number 11. Ame 2

Structurev of algebra
Groups and fields 1

Matrix algebra
Number fields
Number theory

Ileimnstry

Integration of plane and solid._ 1 Syllogisms in geometry
New definitions in qtr =____ 1

Other Topics

PrObahility and statistics_ 4 Logic
Coiputors 1 Functions
Coordinate geometry 1 Inductive and deductive systems_ 1
Sets 10

1

1

1

S

2
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Myrl Ahrendt
Executive Secretary
National Council of

Teachers of Ma then tics
1Z31 lath St_ NW.
Washington 8, D.C.

Frank Mimi
He Ad of the Mathematics tievertmemt
LYOUR Township 1110 School
LaGrange, Ill.

00-Paul M. Allen
Associate Secretary for Research
Amerlesn Association of Colleges for

Tea chex Edwe ti un
1M lath St. NW.
Waahington 8 D.C.

Milton Be/Annan
Specialist for Mathematics
Division of Aid to State and Local

School Systems
U.S. Office of lirodtkvition
Washington 25, D.C.

Neville L. Bennington
Institutes &elan
Division of Sc i

ii

tit Personnel
Education

National Science Fouzxlation
Washington 25, D.C.

The Reverend Stanley Besusaka,
Chairman, Department of

Mathematics
Boston College
Chestnut Bill 67, Max&

Lee E. I3oyer
Coordinator of Inserrice Programs
State Department of

Public Instruction
Ilarrisixtrg, Pa.
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Ke eth K Brown
Specialist for Math ma tics
Division of State and Local School

Systems
U.S. OilkAre of Education
Washington M, D.C.

Robert a Carleton
Executive Secretary
National Mem* Teachers

Association
1*N1 leth St N.
W ashiugton 6, p.c.

Leon Cohn
Head of the Mathematics Department
University of Mirryland
College Park, Md.

Junto A. Cooley
Chairman of the Mathematics Depart-

ment
University of Tennesue
Knorrille, Tenn.

Edwin C. Douglas
The Taft School
Watertown, Conn.

W. L. Duren, Jr.
Dean of the College of Arts and

Mewls
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Va.

W. Eugene Ferguson
Head of the Mathematics Department
Newtcm High School,
Newtmwille, Mans.

Temple rranklin
Mathematics Supervisor
Arlington County Pubes Schools
14 North Quincy St.
Arlingtm 7, Va.
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Carl L Fromuth
Superintendent of Philadelithia

District No. 1 Schools
Board of Education
Philadelphia Pa.

Rene* J. Fulton
Dimetor, Inavrvice Training
New York City Se _hoots
110 Livingston St.
Brooklyn 1, N.Y.

Ethel a Grubbs
Supervising Diwtor
De 'meth:no:it of Mathematica
District of Columbia Puhli- Schools
Washington 5, De.

Frank Fla wthoriv
Supervisor of Ms th*matics Eidtwation
S(ste Department of Education
A lha n,y 1, N.Y.

Mary IL Hovel
Sul:ten-loot' a sew ndary Mac-Wan
Board of Edwation
Ellicott City, Md.

Joseph W. Kftinecly
Mathematics 8uperTisor
Title III
1612 Matlock Rd
Bloomington, Ind.

John J. Kinsella
Chairman, Department of Mathe-

matics Edwation
New York University
Washington Sq.
New York 8, N.Y.

Trumatt S. Kline
Supervisor of Secondary Education
Prince George. County Schools
Upper Marlboro, Md.

Flmma M. Lewis
Assistant Director, Dtvartment of

Mathematics
District of Columbia Public Schools
Washington 5, D.C.

Clarence B. Lindquist
Chief for Natural Sciences and

Mathematics
Division of Higher Education
U.S. Office of Education
Washington 25, D.C.
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Daniel Lloyd
Chairman, Mathematics Divartment
District of Clumhia Teachers (7_tilege
Washington 9, D.C.

Bruce MeserTe
PryteaKIr of MatheAnatic-s
Montclair State CvlitAte
Upper Montclair NJ.

Chester L Nemiling
pecialist in Human' dos

Division of Higtier &irk-anon
Oftke of Elluestim

W&h1ngton tic
Eugene D. Nichols
Profemor and Lecturex
FAucation and Mathematia
Florida State University
Tallahanee, Y

so

R usw-41 Pb elre
Program Director a

InMitu4is
National Scimee Foundation
Washington IA D.C.

emic Year

SteiAlen Poliacik
Chairman, Ex tension Division
Trenton State College
Trenton 5, NJ.

Robert Poppmdleck
Spec inlist in 'Ileac:het Ed nca Iton
Division of Higher RR-at-Ion
U.S. Office of Education
Washington Z, D.C.

Marisa Proctor
Mathematics Supervisor
Montgtanery County Board of

Education
Rockville, Md.

William P. 114:Adnson., Jr.
Deputy Commistioner
State Department of Education
Providence

Isabelle Rucker
Assistant Supervisor
Secondary Education, Mathematics

. State Board of Education
Richmond 16, Va. ,
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Very) Schutt
Supervising Director
Mathematim Curriculum
Phi
27th and N Sta., NW.
Washincton 7, D.C.

Eugene P. Smith
Chairman, Department of

Mathematic'
Wilmington Public Seno_ois
511 West Eighth St.
Wilmington., Del.

Daniel W. Snader
Specialist for Mathmnatios
DiTiffitAl of State and I.4okal School

Systems
U.S. ()Moe of Education
WaAh1n4toI125D.C.

Ella Marti) Snider
Professor, Departmemt of Mathematis
District of Columbla Te_achers College
Washington 9, D.C.

Paul Snearline IOW

lrinripal, Western LILA School
Washington 7, D.C.

Henry W. Syer
The Kent School
Kent, Conn.

Ellsw orth Tompkins
Executive Secretary
National Association of SeAvndary

School Principals
1201 16th St. NW.
Washington 6, D.C.
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. Mary K.Tolock
Oonsultant in Mathematics Edutbation
State Departmemt of nduestion
Hartford 15, Conu.

Henry Van Engem
Pr-ofeAwr of Education
University of Wiwlinsin
Madison 6 Wi&

John Wagner
Aasistant to the Director
Reboot Mathematics Study Ort)up
Yale Station
New Haves, Conn.

Richard Waite
Executive AssiMant
Higher Eklwation
State Eitltu--atioe Department
Albany, N.Y.

Marie S. Wilcox
Head, Mathematics Department
Thomas Carr Howe High Schml
Indianapolis, Ind.

Annie John Williams
supervisor of Miltbelnatims
State Departinemt of Public

Instruction
Raleigh, N.C.

James H. &tut
Professor of Mathematic*
Oklahoma State 'University of Agri-

culture and Applied Science
Stillwater, Okla.



Appendix G

upo's of Wow Ccomittee

The folloNwing partkipants in the ei3nference served as meinbeni of
the planning oommittee: Myri Ahrendt, Milton lie47kman, Kenneth E.
Brown, Clarence B. Lindquist, Robert Poppendieek, and Daniel W.
Snaderk
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